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LIST UF SYMBOLS

Axial length of a horn
Flare angle of a horn
Difference of Path length for a wave
reaching the aide of the horn
Traneverse Electric

Transverse Magnetic

The free epace wavelength of radiation
Aperture of the horn in the E-plane
erpraeeed in free space wavelength
Aperture of the horn in the H-plane
expressed in free space wavelength
Bearing angle of the antenna or the
angular displacement of the distant point
where power or intensity is naseured.
Included angle of the flange or corner
reflector elements.

Distance of the point in the far field.

AE sin 9x
Power or equara of amplitude of the field
at a dietant point corresponding to the
bearing angle 9 .

On-axis power.

Any integer including zero.
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I1

Z

H

v1, v2

Z

2°, 2'

A

D1’ D2

G

VSHR

HPBH

9

K

R

Net phaee change of the field at a point
due to the aecondary eource relative to
the primary.

Phaee difference of radiation from the
eecondary due to the difference in path
affected at a point H.

Width of flange or corner reflector element.

width of individual elenente when not equal.

Dietence of flange from the aperture of horn
neaeured along horn axie.
Optieua and Hinieua valuea of Z giving naxieue
and minimua valuee of Po respectively.

Angle between the horn axie and flange axie.

Longer aperture dimeneion of the trans
mitting and receiving antennae.

Gain of an antenna.

Voltage Standing Have Ratio.

Half Power Bean Width

2%‘

Anplitude of excitation of the eecondary
radiatore.

The reeultant amplitude of

°*°1t'*i°"*0f the eecondary rediatore.
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Dietance of feed dipole from the apex
of the corner reflector.

Conplex quantity J -1

Beeeel function of the order indicated
by the suffix end erguement ehoun in
brackets.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1-1 é2£:22:-é!.'-§2:.':£:.%

An antenna say be defined ea a device for
transaitting or receiving electromagnetic waves. The
word "antenna" is actually borrowed from zoology, where
it eeans sensory organ on heads of insects and crustecee.
The structure, in any fora, associated with the region
of transmission between a guided wave and a free-space
wave or vice verse is teraed as an antenna.

In 1873 James Clerk Maxwell formulated the

electromagnetic theory which gave a comprehensive outlook

for the propagation of electromagnetic energy in the fore
of waves. Hertz, in 1885, constructed the first antenna
and demonstrated the existence of electromagnetic waves.
Further developments and progress were in very rapid
speed end antennae of different varieties cane into exis
tence to suit many requirements.

__l2__
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Different types of antennas will have different
current and charge distribution and different geometries.
So the radiation characteristics of each will be different.
An ieaginary antenna with no aperture is e point source
antenna. It provides a convenient isotropic reference
with which other antennas can be compared. The siepleat
antenna is a one dimensional wire antenna. This inclu
des short and long wire monopole, dipole and loopa. The
main drawback of the wire antennae is their low gain and
directivity. At microwave frequencies, they have other
drawbacks also. For example the been width may be unda
eirably high and the matching may not be perfect. To
obtain higher gain and more directive radiation patterns,
antennae with larger effective areas are used.

1-2 El:22£2:222s$£s-b2:n-222222:

For many years, horns have been used as an

actouetical instruaent to aaplify or direct sound waves.
As an electromagnetic device the horn cannot have any
such longevity. In fact,both microwaves and horn ante
nnea were in use in the late nineteenth century only.

The forerunner of the horn, namely the hollow
pipe radiator, seems first have been used by Sir Oliver
Lodge. In 1897, Indian Physicist Prof. J.C. Bose visited
London and lectured at the Royal Institution. Hie lecture



included a demonstration of a millimeter wave spectrometer
operating at a frequency of 6DGHr, Among the components
constituting the spectrometer were a few dielectric
prisms and a true pyramidal horn which Bose referred to
as a "collecting funnel"('),

Electromagnetic horn radiator is a convenient
form of directional antenna used in high frequency cir
cuits, Its simple structure, high directivity and band
width are all attractive features desirable to such short
wave antennas. In practice, the electromagnetic horn
antennas are the primary feeds of secondary antennas like

paraboloidal or cylindrical reflectors and cheese mirrors
which are widely used in radar systems, For getting
radar beams of desired directional properties, electro
magnetic waves from the primary horn feed must be properly
shaped. Even if the horn is used as a primary antenna,
the radiation pattern must be shaped properly to get opti
mum directivity. Thus the shaping of beams from electro
magnetic horns has got special significance and practical
applications.

The horn has much greater utility than merely
that of a feed for reflectors and lenses. It is a common
element in phased array antennas, It is a reliable and
accurate gain standard and finally, it is a useful radi
ator, easy to excite and simple to build, These quali
ties make the horn invaluable to engineers and scientists
in a number of fields,
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1.3UU Action of an Electrona netic horn antenna

The experinente on the uee of open ended wave
guidee ae radiatore indicated that an increaee in the
dineneione of the waveguide» croaa eection reducea the

beaakngle. But thia will cauee secondary eidelobae.
The higher order wavae preeent in the mouth of the wave
guide cauee theae eidelobee. Theae higher order waves
can be prevented by having proper dinanaione of the wave
guide which will euatein only the dominant node and fla
ring the waveguide in the vicinity of the open end to
obtain a large aperture that ia neceaeary to achieve a
eeall been angle. Such a flared aection of a waveguide
ie called an “electromagnetic horn“. A eectoral horn
ie one of the rectangular croes section flared only in
one plede. Thua. we have the E-plane and the H-plane
eectoral horna. Horne flared in both planee are called
"pyramidal horne'. For circular waveguidea, conical
horna of circular crosa eection are ueed. Figure 1.1
ahowe different typee of horna.

A horn attached to the and of a waveguide
providee large aperture. It alao aervee ea a aeane of
better iepadance matching between the waveguide and the
medium beyond it. Hence it will reduce the backward
reflection at the mouth of the guide ayatea. The extent
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of directivity and power-gain dependa on the horn-length
and the flare angle.

A horn antenna may be coneidered ae a taper
transformer between guided wavea and wavee in free epace.
The horn itaelf may be aeeumed to be a waveguide with
variable characteristic impedance. If the rate of
taper ie not too great, the reflection from the aperture
will be small. The beam shape ia controlled only in the
plane where the horn ie flared, while in the other prin
cipal plane, the beam ehape ie that of an open ended wave
guide with the eaee diaenaiona. A eectoral horn providee
a fan ehapad beam. Such fan shaped beams are ueed for
aurface based and navigational radar eyetea.

A horn may be excited by attaching it to the
end of a eection of a waveguide of appreciable length which
is connected to a microwave reeonance chamber through a
probe. If the edge effecta are neglected the radiation
patterne of horn antennae can be determined from the aper
ture dimeneion and the aperture dietribution. To obtain
a uniform aperture distribution a long horn with small
flare angle ie required. But for practical convenience
the horn ehould be aa amall as poaaible. An optimum horn
will be in between theae extremities and haa the minimum

beamwidth without exceaeive aidelobee for a given length.



A longitudinal section of a horn antenna is
shown in fig.1.2. L {is the axial length of the horn,
Ak is ite aperture and (P the flare angle. 8 repre
aenta the difference in path length for a wave reaching
the aperture at the aide of the horn. If 5 is suffi
ciently anall, compared to the wavelength, of radiation
used, the field is nearly uniform over the entire aperture.
For a constant length L, the directivity of the horn incre
sees as the aperture and flare angle ¢?, are increased;

However, when At and qg becoaa ao large that 5 is 180
degrees, the field at the edge of the aperture is in phase
opposition to the field at the axis. This will increaaa
the eidelobea and hence decrease the directivity. It
followa that the directivity occurs at the largest flare
angle for which 5 does not exceed a certain value S, .
Thua the optimum horn dimensions can be related by

8° = i» 1L " rt‘ ""' L
¢°$ (Q0/2)

L = 8° CQS (¢o/2_Q_
\-- C05 (Q0/2.). -\L-Q. Q” = 2 £05

C L4-go)

The inherent limitation of all horn antennae
is the and effect. For better directivity this endeffect
is to be nininiaed by some techniques euch ae lens compen
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sated antennae. Another limitation of horn antenna is
excitation of higher modes. For unifora aperture illu

.. ._._--_.-Q-_-e

minations, these higher nodes nust be suppressed.

1.3(b) Corner Reflector Antennas

Kraus40 suggested a beam antenna, called the
corner, V or sphenoidal reflector type antenna which
consists of a driven linear radiator kept along the bi
sector of two aetallic reflectors which are joined along
a line by hinges. A corner reflector system is shown
in Figure 1.3. From the assumption that the reflecting
planes are perfectly conducting end infinite extent and
by using the method of images, he obtained analytical
expressions for the antenna characteristics such as gain
and directional radiation pattern. One of the important
theoretical conclusions drawn by Kreus is that too saall
a spacing for the driven radiator from the apex of the
corner reflector will adversely affect the gain of the
system. Again, the spacing will have an upper linit also,
above which the beam splits up to aidelobes. when refle
ctors of larger dimensions are taken, their widths or
lengths are found to have negligible effect on the radi
ation patterns. Thus the gain and directional patterns

of the system can be conveniently adjusted by varying the
spacing 's' or the corner angle 2¢( or both.
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A characteristic of the corner reflector antenna
is that, it will return e signal in the same direction
exactly along which it was received. Because of this
characteristic, the corner reflector antennas find appli
cations in radar and microwave system. In military vehi
cles and ships, sharp corners of metal plates are avoided
in the design to eliminate the possibility of forming
"corner reflectors‘ which will increase the possibility
of "seeing" them by the enemy radars. One of the greet
est uses of s corner reflector antenna is in home tele
vision reception.

'-‘ §sh2::-2I-££:::22-!2£&
In the present investigation, possibility of

beam shaping of sectoral horns and corner reflector sys
tams'has been studied in detail. The experimental res
ults obtained in the above two cases are compared. As
far as the flanged sectoral horns are concerned, the
special advantage is that the gain is increased without
impairing impedance conditions. An intense study on
corner reflector antennas shows that the been broadening
or focussing will be possible by adjusting parameters
involved. Beam tilting by imposing asymmetries is ano

ther interesting property of both the systems. A comprethe past work 1n
hensive study ofi/these fields has been presented in
Chapter II.
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Chepter III is exclusively for describing the
experimental techniques used in the present investigation.

_____ ._._‘_--. _ ._.-_--—--a-IQ
In Chapter IV, experieental results on flanged

sectoral horns and corner reflector eyetses are presented.

A comparative analysis of the experimental

results obtained with flanged sectoral horns and corner
reflector systems is presented in the Chapter V. The
similarity and close resemblance in each aspects are shown
by presenting typical results from these two eysteee.

Theoretical aspects of both types of antennas
are considered in Chapter VI. Attempts are made for
co-ordinating the theoretical aspects and drawing a final
conclusion.

In Chapter VII. the final conclusion that the
flanged sectoral horn may be considered as a corner reflsu
ctor eysten has been drawn. The importance of the conclu
eions and usefulness are pointed out. The scope for fur
ther work in these lines has been indicated.

The work done by the author in related fields

is given as two appendices A1 and A2. References are
given at the end. Host of these references are directly
scrutinised by the author. In a few cases, the author
had to satisfy himself by seeing only the abstracts as
the papers were not available to him in their original
form inspite of his best efforts.



CHAPTER II

PAST WORK IN THE FIELD

2-1 522229221222

A great deal of work on both flanged eectoral
horne and corner reflectore hae been reported in liter
ature. In this chapter, the past work done in the field
of electromagnetic horne and corner reflector antennae
in general hae been euenerieed. Different attempts
eade for the been shaping of sectoral horne end corner
reflector systems are presented.

2-2 Eisstsses "=*1= "2£2-Bs9£2$ss2!..............

Along with the development of horn antennae,
eeveral attempte were made by ecientiete for effectively
shaping the beam by artificial means. The following i’
e brief description of theee efforte.

With the revival of interest in microwave and

waveguide tranemieeion linee by 1930, many papere appeared
in the arena. The first enelyeie of radiation by an
active horn antenna was given by Barrow and Chu1§ A
clear description of the radially propagating nodes in
e sectoral redial waveguide is given in their paper. In
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their terminology, H modes have no component of electric

field in the radial direction, (Ep I D). In their
second paperz they applied Huyghens' principle to the

waveguide field that would occur in the hornhouth when
the sides were of infinite extant. On this assumption
they calculated the H-plane radiation pattern of H-plane
sectoral horns. They observed that the radiation patterns
of a sectoral and rectangular guide behave similarly when
the flare angle is small and the radial length not too
long. But for fixed radial length and increasing flare
angle, the beam first begins to sharpen, reaches a mini
mum width and than broadens again.

Southworth and Kinga described some experiments
made to determine the directive properties of metal pipes
and horns when used as receivers of electromagnetic waves.
The experiments include the measurement of received power
with and without the horn in place and the determination
of the directional patterns of the horn in two orthogonal
planes. Their study indicates that the horns are simple
and effective means of obtaining power ratios of a hundred
or more. The effect of varying different horn parlmeters
shows that there is an optimum angle of flare, for maximum
diractivity.

The principles of designing electromagnetic horn
antennas to obtain beams of specified angular spread,
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amoothness of contour and power gain are deecribed in
a later paper by Chu and Barrowz.

Chu‘ in his paper, described the method of
calculating the radiation properties of hollow pipes and

horns. For the TE11 wave in circular pipe and the TED‘
wave in rectangular pipe the directivities are analyti
cally expreased in terms of beam angle and power gain.
It ia found that the two waves have substantially equal
power gains on the baais of equal areas of openings.

In a lecture delivered at the Radio location
Convention 1946, Ruats introduced the phase correction to
the horn radiators. It will be noticed that the maximum
phase difference between the wavelets proceeding through
the centre and through the aides depends upon the length
of horn. He auggested that this length must be at least
50 wavelengths to reduce this phaas difference. He pointed
out that the metal partitions acting as aectiona of wave
guide could be ueed to obtain this correction.

Horton‘ explained a method based on Schelkunoff'e

theory for the computation of radiation patterns of electro
magnetic horns of moderate flare angles. For the case of
traneveree electric field in a wave guide or horn of
moderate flare angle, the problem of calculating the redi
etion pattern is reduced to that of evaluating two definite
integrals. Experimental data is presented to illustrate‘
the agreement between theory and experiment.



Electromagnetic fields froa conical horns were
subject of intense study by M.G. Schorr, E.J. Beck? and
A.P. Kings. They solved Maxwell's equations for per
fectly conducting conical waveguides for their analysis.

The edge diffraction theory applied by Russog
describes a new method for computing E-plane

n»'0
O

'0I

patterns including backlobe region. The diffraction
fields are obtained by applying the relations developed
by Pauli in conjunction with reciprocity theorem. It has
been shown that the radiation of the horn is due to diffra
ction by the E-plane edges and by direct radiation froa
the source at the apex of the horn.

Using the edge diffraction theory Yu, Rudduck
and Peters‘D studied the radiation characteristics of horn
antennas. The far-side-lobes and becklobe radiation have

been solved without employing field equivalence principle.
A corner reflector with a magnetic line source located at
the vertex is proposed as a model for the principal E-plane
radiation of horn antennas. A complete pattern including
multiple interactions and iaeges of induced line sources
is obtained in the form of an infinite series.

Hamid11 used the geometrical diffraction theory
to investigate the gain and radiation pattern of a conical

horn excited by a circular waveguide operating in the TE11
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mode. Narasimhan and Reo12 presented a simple, accurate
and self consistent solution for modes in a conical horn.
The eigen functions and eigen values derived from the
simple solution for the TE and TM modes of different

orders were found to be very close to the exact solution.

James J. Epis13 suggested e modification to the
electromagnetic horn to get identical radiation patterns
in the E and H-planes. The radiation polar diagrams of
typical conical and square pyramidal horns have E-plane
patterns which are generally narrower than their respe
ctive H-plane patterns, due to several reasons. The
modification is effected by simply fastening metallic
pins of small diameters or mechanical screws on the exte
rior periphery of the horn aperture. The most important
advantage of this compensated horn is that equalisation
of the E and H-plane patterns was possible for all pola
risations. The input VSHR is not effected adversely by
this aperture modification.

Walton and Sundberg1‘ used dielectric composite

lenses to correct the phase error present across the
aperture.

John L Kerr's described a horn model with broad

band width and a substantial reduction in axial length.
This horn could be operated in the 0.2 - 2.0 EH: range.
He fabricated the H-plane walls in the form of grids.
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E.H. Braun16 described methods of evaluating the

parameters of horn and he suggested a aiaple procedure for
designing euch'a horn.

A.H. Love‘? suggested a diagonal horn. The waves

which are propagated in such a horn are coapoaed of a TE01
node and TE10 node orthogonally. This type of horn anta
nna can easily be used to radiate circular polarisation.
The diagonal horn can be used ae e feed horn for illuei
nating parabolic reflectors.

A new technique is described by Seymour1B for
controlling E-plane aperture distribution and radiation
pattern of a pyramidal or conical horn. Small variations
of flare angle at one or eore pointa along the horn are
used to produce a tapered aperture field in the E-plane.
Equal E and H-plane been-widths with low aide lobes are
obtained. The structure is simple and economical to febri
cate and offers low VSHR and ninieua dissipation lose

Ching C. Han and Adan Hickert19 fabricated a

aulti-node rectangular horn antenna generating a circulary
polarised elliptical beam. This antenna operated in two
orthogonal modes eat and used in conjunction with a space
craft to illuminate an elliptical zone on the earth surface
offered a high edge coverage gain, low aide lobes, low
edge of coverage axial ratio and low coat.

Corrugated horn feed is a fairly new model.
Kay and Sieeonezo in United States observed that grooved



walla in a horn would present the eaae boundary conditions
to all polarisatione and would therefore create e tapered
aperture field dietributione in all planes. This would
eliminate the epurioue effects at the E-plane edgee
caueed by diffraction and would result in equal E and H-plane
been widths. Lawere and Petere21 did eoee work independ
ently on this field in the eane period. They studied the
effect of corrugation depth, separation and corrugation

thickness. They aleo found that the back lobee and side
lobee could be minimised by introducing a eeriea of quarter
wave length deep choke elote in to the walls of the horn
near the aperture.

Important contributione in the field of corru
gated feed-horn are eade by Clarricoate22' 23' 2‘ and hie
group. Comprehensive theoretical explenatione for radi
ation patterns of corrugated conical and rectangular horns
were presented by thee. They also studied the radiation
patterns of lens corrected conical ecalar horn. Jauken
and Lambrechteezs studied enall corrugated conical horn
antennae with wide flare anglee.

Nareeiehan and Reozs etudied different hybrid
modes in corrugated horn and they have ahown a deviation
to the rigorous solution obtained by Clarricoete for corru
98186 hflrfllo NlrlI1whBfl27 inveetigated the form of field
in a conical horn with unifore circumferential corrugetione
with arbitrary corrugation depth.
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Dielectric rod and tube antennas are relatively
old but the first combination of e dielectric cone and
a horn eeeaa to have occurred in the aid 196O!a. The
aperture efficiency in dielectrically loaded horn antennae
was investigated by Teandoulaa and Fitzgeraldza. It ie
ehown that aperture efficiencies of the order of 92-96
per cent may be obtained easily and inexpensively. Thia
method has application in limited scan arrays. By lining
all four sides of a square horn with a dielectric a circu
larly polarised feed was obtained. Several authors29'3D'31

I.»

I-'ll
Cal
KI

conducted etudiaa on this subject. Clerricoeta e
deaonatrated that the radiation pattern of a dielectric
cone excited by a horn can be predicted with sufficient
accuracy. The reaulta also ehow that the radiation pattern

of the dominant HE11 aode of the dielectric cone is similar
to that of the eane node of the corrugated horn.

Horn reflector antenne33'3‘ is another type of
horn ;;d1ag°;, it 15 a eoabination of e square electro
magnetic horn and a reflector that is e sector of e para
boloid of revolution. The apex of the horn coincides with
the focua of the peraboloid. It is an extremely broad
bend antenna. Since it is not polarisation-aenaitive,
it can be ueed in any linear or circular Polarisation.
As it is an offeflg peraboloidel antenna, impedance mie
natch due to reflected signal on the feed is very little.
This type is commonly used in satellite communication
systems.
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Fron the elaborate study of horn antennae, Paoas
suggested the possibility of shaping the primary pattern
of horn feeds. He put small pins and other such obste
cles at the south of the horn radiators. The radiation
patterns were shaped considerably but with terrible nia
match. He also suggested metal flanges and strips.

UH!" Ind Rflyflflldlaé conducted a series of experi
aents to establish the effect of aetal flanges on radiation
patterns of sasll horns. They studied the effect of
length and included angle of the flange on radiation chara
cteristics. An approximate theory was suggested by than.
Butson and ThOlplOH37 psrforaed experiments on the saae

line. They proved the validity of the assumption aada
by Owen and Reynold that two secondary radiators nay be
assumed to be situated at the edges of the flanges.

A bulk of work has been reported on theoretical
and experiaental field on the radiation pattern and chara
cteristics of horn aadiators. An exhaustive study on the
been shaping of sectoral horn antennas by metallic flanges
is nade by Nair and Keshy38'39.

2.3 Corner Reflector Antenna

Although a parabolic surface can produce greatest
directivity, it has been found that e highly effective
directional system results froa the use of two flat condu
cting sheets arranged to intersect at an angle foraing a
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corner. A 90' corner reflector ie forming a equare
reflector. A 180' corner ie equivalent to a eingle
flat eheet reflector, a limiting caee of the corner refle
ctor. The first significant contribution in thie field
wae made by J.D. Krauedu. In hie own worde, "A corner
reflector coneieting of two flat conducting eheeta or
their equivalent conetitutee a distinct type of reflector
system capable of eubetential gaine and poeeeeeing many
unique characteristice“. The theoretical explanation for
the varioue reaulte obtained is given on the baeie of the
theory of imagee in electroetatice. Kreue could develop
expreeeione for both gain and directional patterne. In
hie experiment, he ueed e half wave dipole ae the driven
element. He constructed grid type corner reflector having
epaced parallel wiree or conductors. He aleo diecuaeed
the bidirectional corner reflectore.

Edward E. Harris‘1 made an exteneive experimental

investigation of the corner reflector antennae taking into
coneideration the different paranetera involved. He
etudied the radiation patterne for varioue corner anglee
and for different epacing of the dipole. Heplane and
E-plane patterne were etudied aeparately. Radiation reei
etancee of a driven half wave dipole for varioue poeitione
of the dipole were determined.

A theory developed by Janee R. Wait‘: provided
a etraight forward eolution for the reeultant fields any
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where within the angle subtended by the corner reflector.
47Comments on Moullin's theoretical treatment are also

made in this paper.

~Cottonny and Hilson43 studied the effect of
aperture angle on the optimum position of the dipole.
They used corner reflector of variable widths. The
effect of dimensions of reflecting surfaces on the gain
was also investigated.

In another paper. A.C. Wilson and H.V. Cottonny44

measured radiation patterns for corner reflector antennas
having various combinations of widths and lengths of the
reflecting surface. The aperture angle was set at a
value required to einieise gain. They also constructed
and tested corner reflectors with s collinear array of
dipoles.

H.A.K. Hamid45 described a modified radiation

pattern of sectoral horns and corner reflector antennas
loaded with shaped dielectric slabs along the walls. This
can improve the directivity in all cases.

David Proctor‘6 presents s series of computer
derived design charts for maximising the radiated field
froe a corner reflector. Optimum feed positions are
shown for various corner reflector angles. The performance
of corner reflector is analysed by the aethod of images.
he obtained the position of the driven element from the
apex of the corner reflector for various corner angles.
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A close follow up of tha pant work done in
this field indicates that no attempt has been made to
co-ralatn the flangad sectoral horn with a corner ref1c~
ctor nyatan. This point has bean taken up in the preaont
inveitigatiun.



CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY: EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND MEASUREMENTS

3.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with experimental set up
and measurement techniques used in this investigation.
The description of the equipment used and their arrange
ment is followed by a discussion of the methods of measure
ments employed,

Measurements have been carried out in X and S

bands. Host of the work is dons in the X-band, with a
mean frequency of 9.4 EH1. But the results obtained have
been verified with S-band which has a frequency range of

S06 GHZ tU  EH2.

3-2 £32322223-:--§:2s£:£-2::s££e$£22

The principal components in this investigation
comprise of the microwave sources, waveguide assembly pyra
midal and sectoral horns, metallic flanges, corner refle
ctors, field detecting system and so on, A reflex k1y
stron oscillator operating with a stabilised power supply
and modulation circuit, couples microwave power through
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a probe assembly to a waveguide bench, The waveguide test
bench includes a circulatar or an isolator, frequency
meter (cavity wavemeter) calibrated variable attenuator,
monitor to detect power, standing wave detector and a
transmitting antenna which is usually a pyramidal horn.
The receiving system consists of the horn under test, and
a crystal detector, which is mounted on the waveguide.
The waveguide is furnished with a variable short circuiting
plunger, This system is mounted on a stand capable of
rotation about a vertical axis to record radiation patterns.
The output across the crystal is given to a very sensitive
spot type microgalvanometer,

3-3 Eissese!2-§22:s:2-s29-!s!222£9:-§x2£2:

The X-band microwave unit of mean frequency

9,4 EH: consists of a stabilised power supply and a kly
stron oscillator 723 A/B, The microwave radiations are

coupled to the waveguide through a probe, Small vari
ation in the frequency can be accomplished by tuning the
cavity of the oscillator, The frequency can be read with
the help of the frequency meter, The voltage standing
wave ratio is measured with a slotted section, tunable
probe with crystal detector and a VSHR meter. Schematic
diagram of experimental arrangement is shown in fig.3.1.

The reciprocity theorem in antennas enables us
to use test horn as a receiver, A pyramidal horn with
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20cm x 10cm aperture dimensions is used as a standard

transmitter. The whole system can be set up on an adjus
table stand at any desired height. E-plane or H-plane
radiation pattern can be studied by connecting appropriate

waveguide twist to the waveguide preceeding the trans
mitting horn. Figure 3.2 shows the photograph of X-band
microwave source and waveguide system.

S-band microwave bench is a compact variable

frequency unit consisting of a regulated power supply
modulation unit and the klystron. It is a variable fre
quency source with range 5.6 EH2 to 6.2 EH1. The power
output can be adjusted and power level is indicated by an
internal d.c. meter. The output can be made continuous
or modulated wave. The power from the klyetron (ax 5121)
is coupled to the waveguide through a co-axial cable RG SB/U
and a probe assembly. The S-band test bench resembles
the X-band set up described above. The 5-band test assembly
is shown in fig. 3.3.

3-4 §2s£2£:£..fl2£2:

Both E-plane and H-plans sectoral horns are used,
in this investigation. Since X-bend and 5-band have dif
ferent frequencies and hence waveguide dimensions are dif
ferent. E-plsne and H-plane sectoral horns are made of
moderately thin copper or brass sheets. To obtain good
conductivity the inner surfaces of horns are silvered.
Different parameters of horns used are given in the'Table
3.1. Figure 3.4 gives a view of these horns.
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3.5 flan e S etee..-..-!..--¥-....

Aluniniue and breee flanges are used to study
their effect on the radiation patterns of the horn radi
ators. The flanges are designed to enable easy adjust
ment of angle. width, orientation and other related para
metere. The flanges are nothing but two metal sheets
joined with screws on a hinge on either side of a rectan
gular frame. Fig. 3.5 shows a view of the flange system.
The rectangular frane with flange elements can be inserted
on the eectoral horn so that the flange elements are situ
ated on either sides of the flared region of the horn.
Fig. 3.6 gives the lay out of e flanged sectoral horn.
Thus. the edgee of the flange elements are parallel to the
aperture of the horn. The flange can be slided over the
horn and fixed at any desired position. A calibrated
scale fixed on the outer surface parallel to the axis of
the horn enables to find the position of the flange with
respect to the aperture.

3.6 Corner Reflectors

A corner reflector is foreed by the inter
section of two plane reflectors. It is fed by a dipole.
Though there are striking reeeeblancee in the character
ietic patterns of flanged eectoral horns and corner refle
ctore the setting of both is entirely different. The
driving element in a corner reflector is not a directi
onal feed. A half-wave dipole is used in this investi
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gstion as the feed for the corner reflector. The arrange
ment of the corner reflector system is shown in Fig. 3.7.
The pyramidal horn used in the previous investigation as
transmitter is replaced by the corner reflector system.
The waveguide is coupled through a co-axial cable, the
other end of which feeds the dipole. The cable passes
through the groove cut at the centre of the wedge of the
corner reflector. The system is mounted on a convenient
stand. For plotting the radiation patterns of corner
reflector system the classical method of using the test
antenna as a transmitter is employed. The receiver is
a pyramidal horn with a crystal detector IN23. The races
iver is moved along the circumference of e circle of

constant radius 7-—%gE with the apex of the corner refle
ctor es centre. The output of the crystal is given to
a highly sensitive microgelvanometer. Fig. 3.8 shows
the corner reflector antenna with pyramidal horn as the
receiver.

3-? !2::2£:ea2£2-1-!ztt29:-:29-I:2!2£&2::

1. On-axis Power. The power of the electro
magnetic energy radiated along the axis of the antenna
system has to be measured in the case of both flanged
sectoral horns and corner reflector systems. This is
measured by placing e smell horn fitted with a detector
crystal in a crystal mount. The crystal used is IN21 or
IN23. The axis of the receiver horn is arranged to be
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collinear with the axis of the transmitter antenna, so
that the receiver will be at s point along the axis of

the transmitter. The distance betwaen tge two antennas
is adjusted to be greater than 2L—B%::¥Ez) where D1 and
D2 are the larger aperture dimensions of the transmitter
and receiver antennae respectively. This restriction
is for taking the observations only in the far-field
region. In the actual set up, the receiver horn is
attached to s stand which is capable of moving along a
long wooden bench, so that the distance can be conveni
ently adjusted. The output from the crystal detector is
given to a very sensitive microgalvanometer (scalamp type)
whose deflections are proportional to the crystal current
and hence to the power of the radiated energy at the point
where the crystal is kept. The galvanometer deflections
can thus be taken as a measure of the on-axis power at
the point; The intensity of the field at the point will
be proportional to the square root of the galvanometer
deflection.

2. Radiation Patterns: Power and Intensit--------------------------------------l
fgttgrgg. For plotting the radiation patterns of antennas,
there are two methods. (a) By using the antenna under test
as a transmitter of electromagnetic waves while the power
or intensity distribution at different points along the
circumference of a circle with the antenna as the centre
is studied by another receiving antenna. (b) By using



the antenna under teat ae a receiver of electromagnetic
wavea tranamitted by a standard antenna, From the well
known reciprocity theorem in antennae, it can be eeen
that the characteristics of an antenna will be the eame

in both caeee, For the major part of the work deecribed
in thie theeie, the eecond technique ie ueed, ae it ie
more convenient and eimole, For plotting the radiation
patterns of corner reflector antennae, the firet method
ie employed eince it ie difficult to fabricate a movable
frame holding the corner reflector elemente and the feed
dipole together, However, for experimental confirmation,
both the techniquee are employed in many caeee and average
patterns are developed,

Hhen the horn under teat ie ueed ae a tranemitter

of C,H, eignal, the radiation petterne are plotted in the
following way, The long arm on which the eaall receiving
horn with oryetal mount ie arranged, ie capable of rotating
about an axie paeeing through the centre of the aperture
of the transmitting antenna under teat, (Flanged sectoral
horn or corner reflector eyetem). Thua the receiver can
be kept at different points on the circumference of a

circle of conatant radiua R)2£E- around the teat antenna,
Ae mentioned earlier, thie lmit of distance ie choeen for
taking the obeervatione only in the far field region of
the antenna, The power at theae pointe are readily
obtained from the galvanometar deflectione, By plotting
theoe on polar co-ordinate paper, the power pattern of the
tranemitting antenna can be obtained, If the equare root
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of the galvanoaeter deflections are plotted, we will get
the intensity pattern from which the antenna gain in the
plane can be eaaily claculated by numerical integration
of the patternsz.

Particular care is taken in avoiding all poa
eible interactions of external objecte in the region of
the radiated field. The walla of the big rooa uaed for
the investigations are coated with a paint or graphite
which ia a good abeorbing material for microwavee.
Metallic aurfacee are avoided in the radiation field of
the antenna.

In the eecond method of plotting the radiation
patterne, a atandard pyramidal horn ia ueed ea a trana
mitter of C.H. eignalsa. The antenna under teat ie ueed
ae a receiver. The crystal output current from thie
receiver ia fed to a aeneitive microgalvanoaeter, the
deflection of which may be taken ae of the power race
ived by the receiver. The receiving eyetem ie aounted
on a turn-table which ia capable of rotating about a
vertical axie passing through the centre of the antenna.
The etandard transmitting antenna and the horn under teat
ueed ae the receiver are properly designed eo that their
axes are in the sane line. The bearing angle of the
receiver can be noted from a circular scale attached to
the frame. The eeparation between the two antennae ie

adjusted to be R > 2<n,2 + oz’) . .. ¢n.@ tn. patterna
>~
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will be thoee in the fer field region of the antenna.

Here D1 and D2 are the larger dineneione of the two horna.
In all caeea the patterns are noraaliaed.(FiQ-3'9)

3. §§g§_!§§§§; Bean width determines the
quality of an antenna. The angular width of the main
lobe of the pattern at the half-power point is called

54the bean width or the half power beam width of an antenna
Aa the E and H-planes have different patterns, they will
have different been widthe alao. The half power pointa
are the three decibel pointe on the decibla plot, the
0.5 pointe on the power plot or the 0:707 points on the
voltage plot. The chart ie always normalised eo that
the aaximua point is unity, or zero decibels.

4. Gain of th Horne The gain of an antenna----------2------'
ie an important aeaeure of ita performance in a eyatea»
Antenna gainss is the ratio of the aaxinua radiation
intensity at the peek of the main been to the radiation
intensity in the eaae direction which would be produced
by an isotopic radiator having the aaae input power. The
gain function deacribea the variation in the radiated
power with angle and ia given byP

G (9,?)
wT/41¢

Hhere P <e.q>) ia the power radiated par unit aolid angle

in the direfiiiflfl 5:‘? Ind VT ia the total radiated power.
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Thus a high gain antenna hae a eein been with a large
amplitude and narrow beam width and side-lobee of rela
tively eeall amplitude.

The numerical integration of the—inteneity pet
tern in e plane represented in the rectangular co-ordinate
gives the gain in that plane (Montgonery)51.

Ge = ?KI"*“L
'§1rO 11,, db

I5 is the intensity corresponding to any bearing angle Q .

jjffb db is numerically given by the area enclosed
between the intensity curve and the axis on which 6 is
represented with limits 0'b 2K . In decibels, gain ie
given by

Gde :: Z0 203,0 [ k2'RIv\/\a1 J
Lula de

5- Ysit222-5!:2£i2a-!2!:-5:£§2-$!§!Bl- ,
Standing waves are an indication of the quality of trans
eiasion. when there is a reflection from a discontinuity
or from the end of a transmission line, part or all of the
incident wave is eade to travel back towards the input end
Thue, there will be two waves travelling in opposite dire
ctions. The places, where the two waves add, will be
point of maximum voltage while position of cancellation
will have oinieun voltage. A well matched line hae no
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reflections. The ratio of the naxiaua voltage on the
line to the voltage at the minimua is called the voltage
standing wave ratio.

EaaxVSHR Eaini

Since the reflected voltage is proportional to the abso
lute magnitude of the reflection coefficient the standing
wave ratio becomes

*1 is \r\vsvn .--E--H-""' - -J-*--aini 1 ' "W
______:_l_.1- “"1 - :22: ..

The standing wave ratio may be measured by siaply
testing the voltage along a transmission line or wave guide.

The set up isfiahown in Figure 3.2;. A longitudinal slot
is provided in the wall of a waveguide. A small probe
is inserted to sample the voltage and is slided along the
waveguide to find the aaxiaua and miniaun. The piece of
the waveguide with the slot and the probe is called a alo
tted section or a slotted line. The inserted probe acts
as an antenna to receive a small portion of the signal at
each point. A crystal is aounted to detect the output
voltage which is given to the VSHR meter. VSHR is aeas
ured under various flange conditions especially at the
optiaua and niniaun positions of the flange. This is
achieved by measuring on axis power and VSHR simultaneously

for various flange positions.
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An exhaustive study of the effects of various flange para
aeters on the beam shape of flanged sectoral horns is
carried out in this study. The flange parameters are,
the width of the flange elements included angle, position
of flange with respect to horn aperture, angle between
flange axis end horn axis and different flange elements.
The above said parameters are applicable to corner refle
ctors also. These parameters are obtained by direct
measurement made on the flange or corner reflector systee.

For theoretical calculations, electronic calcu
lators are widely used. A few radiation patterns are
calculated using an ECIL computer facility elsewhere.



CHAPTER IV'

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4 1 Introduction

In this chapter experiaental results obtained
from various investigation with flanged sectoral horns
and corner reflector systems are presented. In order
to compare the action of flanges with that of corner
reflector system, the observations are confined to the
main effects produced by the systems. The main aspects
thus investigated are:

a) Variation of on-axis power of the aysteas
when the distance of the primary feed from the apex of
the flange or corner reflector system is varied.

b) The existence of D and H positions.
(Optiaue and Minimum positions).

c) Variations of the radiation patterns of
the systsas at the O and H positions.

d) Changes in the been width of the systems
for various positions of the primary with respect to the
HPQXQ
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e) Possibility of the been tilt by imposing
asymmetry on the systems.

A. Results Obtained gith Hetallig Flagggs Fittgd cg
Segtggal Qlectgonsgngtic Horn Antggnss

4.2 Variation of On-axis Power with Relative Position
5235212355QEIQEEEIEEQEEEEIEEIZEEIZEEEEEEE ""

It has been observed that the on-axis power of
a flanged sectoral horn depends on the position of the
flanges with respect to the aperture of the horn. The
nature of this variation is established by the set up
shown in figures 4.1(AJ and 4.1(B). The detector is

kept at a point in the far zone. (R'>—%gE ) along the
axis of the system. The flange system is gradually moved
backwards.

The distance Z and the corresponding on-axis
power are measured. Observations representing on-axis
power. P. versus flange position Z are taken for a number
of horns with flanges of varying length and included angle.
Few such observations ere given in'Tables 4.1 to 4.3.
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the general fore of these vari
ations. The distance Z is varied in steps of 0.50 ca.
Details of these eethod of measurement is given in section
3.7. Extreme care is taken in esintaining the eynmgtry
of the flange system and keeping the detector crystal
exactly along the axis. Graphs connecting P, and Z are
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TABLE 4.1 Variation of On-axis Power with Poaition of Flange
Q Q Q Q Q Q Q QQ3-QQQQQQQQQ—QQ—IpQ-QQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

z =1. w/,\ - a, 2.: - 50- u/,\ - 2, 2.4 - 90
0

0.3
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.2
3.5
4.0
4.5

II Q -4-4 o\¢n ostn m0 O O I I O O O Oan Cltl O»~|cn 0 Ii:

9.0
9.5

10.0
10.5
10.8
11.0
11.5
12.0
12.5

0.73 0.531.00 -0.49 0.400.018 0.27
0.00
0.26
0.57
0.73
0.77
0.69
0.55
0.60
0.51
0.26
0.20
0.37
0.41
0.30
0.24
0.29
0.45
0.33
0.26
0.45
0.36
0.24
0.22
0.36
0.44
0.25

0.12
0.08
0.37
0.63

0.86
1.00
0.99
0.92
0.75
0.60
0.45

0.33
0.19
0.17
0.17
0.25
0.40
0.55



TABLE 4.2 Variation of 0n-axis Power with Position of Flange

Flang. diatanca Nornaliaod on-axis power E,

--53..

*==- -==~ -P==- '13,; a; ' " ' ' .12.; 1.:tut‘ Z cm‘ Froq. 9.4 EH2 Freq. 7.5 HzH/>. - 2 V/A2=( I 90' 2o( n 60'
0

0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5

0 O 0 0 0 I
ll @ U1 Q U1 Q

6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0

0.30
0.06
0.32
0.47
0.78
1.00
0.56
0.12
0.14
0.09
0.42
0.61
0.39
0.18
0.31
0.29
0.21

- 205

0.26
0.18
0.15
0.13
0.21
0.31
0.45
0.64
0.74
0.86
0.97
1.00
0.80
0.55
0.51
0.49
0.47



TABLE 4.3 Variation of 0n-axis Power with Position
for Flange

1--64¢.-—

Flang. d18t_ Normalised on-axis power Q,
W ~~=- ' :..;.."a; ' ' ' ' ' 13,; 2; ' ' " 'apertura Freq.  EH: Fraqo 90‘ HlZ °" H/>. - 3.1 H/A - a

0

0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0

U! Ul b b L.‘Q .9 9 P 9Ul B U‘! G U!

6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0

0.64

1,90
0.83
0.60
0.39
0.21
0.10
0.10
0.14
0.21
0.36
0.49
0.61
0.40
0.24
0.21
0.29
0.39
0.36

2:1 860' 24 =40‘
§——QQ@————o Q Q — — Q _ — — — Q ———¢n——

0.69
0.96
1.00
0.71
0.25
0.45
0.59
0.73
0.54
0.63

1'3

1,1

I1
11
$3
II
II
II



plotted-for different definite values of flange angle
with flanges of different widths using various sectoral
horns operating at different frequencies.

These observations are made on both H-plane

and E-plane sectoral horns. Figures 4.2 end 4.3 are
showing the results for a few H-plane end E-plane sectoral
horns respectively.

It is observed froe P,-Z curves which have the
approximate shape of damped sinusoidal variations in gen
eral, that there are distinct flange positions with respect
to the aperture, where P, reaches maximum values. Whereas
for certain other positions it reaches einieun values.
These positions are called the "optimum position (or
Usposition"). and "minimum position (or H-position")
respectively. The flange kept at the aperture is said
to be at the "A-position”. This position provides a
reference for comparison with the above two positions.
The distances of U-position and H-position from the aper

ture are represented by Z, and Zn respectively. These
values can be readily obtained from the Pi-Z plots. Froe
the different D and H positions we take the most dominant
position for further study of radiation patterns.

It can be argued from the P,-Z graphs that a
flange at 0-position may give a favourable set up for
axial concentration of energy and hence a focussing of the
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been froa the horn. On the other hand, a flange at
H-position eay avoid axial flow of IHIPQYQ resulting a
beaa splitting or beaa broadening. This is taken as the
next point for investigation.

"3 $11253-2ILI122!2-f2!$$§22.22-!!2!-§!2B2i..Y!£$2!§22
2!;Eeéészésrufrrissrs-:$.£é1I3s222-22:£2£22:-2!-2b:
£l222:-§x:!:2=---E!s2s:-£2-!£§!

As indicated in the preceeding section, the
variation of on-axis power with the position of the
eetallic flange with respect to the aperture is a clue
for the possibility of been shaping or sectoral electro
aagnetic horn antennas. Both the H and E-plane sectoral
horns are subjected to intensive study in this respect.
The changes in radiation patterns are observed in the plane
perpendicular to the plane of flare of the horns. The
flange system will not sake any change in the radiation
patterns of the horns in the plane of flare. Thus, for
the H-plane sectoral horn, the variation effected by the
flange aysten will be only in the E-plane patterns. The
H-plane patterns of the H-plane aectoral horn reaain unaffe
cted by the flange eyatee. Similarly, for the E-plane
sectoral horna, I-plane radiation patterns resain,, unaffe
cted, while the drastic changes are observed only for the
H-plane radiation patterns. This behaviour of the flange
systea ia illustrated in Fig. 4.4, presenting the natural
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Horn El
9.4 GHQ
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W4; 4.02a 45d

in the radiation patterns 1n the plane of flare 0
the sectoral horns.
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radiation patterns in the respective plane with and with
out flange system. Interpretation of this phenomenon
will be given in a subsequent chapter. where theoretical
explanations are presented.

4.3A Variation of E lane Radiation Patterns of H lane--------------2E .......................... -,ZE---
§22£2::£-!2s2-:£$b-Es:22s$-£2-$b:-£22£§£22-2I;:'
££s2s:-§z2:s2

‘To study the effect of flange position on the
E-plane radiation pattern of the H-plane sectoral horn,
the natural E-plane patterns of the horns are obtained
first. These are taken as the reference patterns. The
radiation patterns are recorded by the method described
in section 3.7. A waveguide twist is conveniently used
to make the E-plane horizontal. The test antenna system
is used as a receiver. which is capable of rotating about
a vertical axis passing through the apex of the flange
system. After plotting the natural pattern of the horn
a flange system of a particular width and angle is symmetri
cally mounted on it at the A-position. Similar measure
ments are repeated with the same flange at the '0' and 'M'
positions which are determined from the P,-Z graph of the
horn. These measurements are repeated with the same horn
but with flanges of different included angle and flange
lengths. A number of frequencies are tried for ascertaining
the results.



TABLE 4.4 Moaaurnd E-plane Radiation Pattprn at various
Positions of Flange

Horn H11 F1-oq19.4 EH1; 0/). n 2 , 26!. - 90°

Bearing
angle

BI

0

5

10

15

20
25
30
35
40
45
50

55
60
65

70
75
80
85
90

_ IlII-IIIIIIIIIII llliililliillijin
Nornalised power at angle B

flangc)

1.00
0.98
0.95
0.95
0.89
0.82
0.74
0.68
0.59
0.64
0.50
0.45
0.41
0.27
0.35
0.27
0.23
0.18
0.16

1.00
0.63
0.74
0.70
0.63
0.56
0.39
0.26
0.21
0.19
0.16
0.10
0.06
0.0:
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.00
0.54
.0.22
0.03
0.01
0.00
0.015
0.05
0.09
0.10
0.08
0.058
0.048
0.039
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Natural pat- _ _ _ _ _ !i}h_f}ang: _ _ _ _ _ _
tern (without At apa:- At 0-posi- At M-pociturn tion tion.

0.1
0.16
0.42
0.48
1.00
0.88
0.68
0.52
0.46
0.36
0.24
0.16
0.06
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00



E-PLANE RADIATION PATTERNS or H-PLANE
SECTORAL HORNS
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Horn H1
904 GIJZ
PDQ 2.0
2a 40d

Horn H2

WA. 3.0
2a 100 d

Horn H3
9.4 GHZ
W/5 2.0
2a 60d

Horn H4
6.0 GHZ
w/$ 2.0
2a 80d

HOrn H5
6.6 GHZ
vvfi 3.5
2a 120d

Horn H6
7.5 GHZ

MUQ 2.02a 60d

NATURAL AND MODIFIED E—PLANE RADIATION PATTERNS
OF H-PLANE SECTORAL HORNS

1. Natural pattern(without flange system)
2,3,4: Mdified patterns with flange at §he Aperture,

0—position and M—position respectlvely.



A set of sample observations is given in'TZble
4.4. The readings are noraaliaed so that the patterns
will have the sans aaxieun(unity) irrespective of the
different maximum power available in each case. A few
sets of radiation patterns are represented in Fig. 4.5.

4-1“ Xzséatiaa.2!-fi:e£sa:-5:££:t£2a-£:t£2aaa-2t_E:a£:s:
Sectoral Horne with res act to the Position of the.----------------------E-------------------------
££22s:-§z2£::

As in the case of the H-plane sectoral horns
the effect of the flange position on the H-plans radiation
patterns of the E-plane sectoral horn is studied by keeping
the flange at different positions with respect to the
aperture. For taking these patterns with the sat up
described in Chapter III, the transmitting horn is atta
ched to the waveguide system. The horn antenna under
test with the flange systea is used as the receiver and
is arranged on the turntable such that the E-plane pattern
can be conveniently taken.

A few observations are given in Table 4.5. Fig.

4.6 represents a set of H-plane radiation patterns of thd§
plane sectoral horns used in this investigation.

It can be seen that the E-plane radiation patterns
of the H-plane sectoral horns and H-plane radiation patterns
of E-plane sectoral horns are adjustable to e greater
extent by the flange technique. At D-position the beaes



TABLE 4.5 Heaeured H-plane Radiation Pattern at various
Poeitione of Flange

Horn E1 Freq19.4 EH1; H/A I 2.59'j""*2<>( a 50'

angle Natural pet- with flange
19.

0

5

10
15

20
25

30
35
40
45
50

55

60
65

T0

75

00
85

90

git“ (xithout Rt-a;e;-— :6-0:p;a;-- At-M:p0li

‘ ;6;nal1a;0 Sewer at angle 9¢Q Q Q _ 0Qceqnvnaanccbccccnccqc

‘"9. turn tlon t1on
1.0
0.90
0.00
0.78
0.61
0.59
0.56
0.42
0.30
0.27
0.20
0.1:
0.10
0.001
0.05
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.00
0.02
0.55
0.40
0.26
0.15
0.15
0.19
0.21
0.23
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.09
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.00
0.89
0.63
0.52
0.30
0.30
0.20
0.14
0.13
0.09
0.09
0.05
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.aa
0.34
0.41
0.59
0.79
0.79
1.00
0.93
0.79
0.69
0.62
0.40
0.41
0.30
0.17
0.11
0.07
0.03
0.00
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NATURAL AND MDUIFIED H—PLANE RADIATION PATTERNS

Horn El
9.4 GHZ
wfi& 2.0
2a 40 d

Horn. E2
9.4 GHZ
W/y 3.0
2a 60d

Horn E3
7.5 GHZ
vU& 2.0
2a 75d

Horn,E4
6.0 GHZ
W/ °Q 1-.0
2d 40d

1 Natural pattern(without flange system)
2,3,4: Modified patterns with flange at the Aperture,

O-position and M—p0sition respectively.



are invariably sharpened or focussed while at H-position
the patterns are broadened or split up into aajor side
lobes. The extent to which this affect is observed is
seen from tables 4.6 and 4.7 in which the half power bean
widths of the systems are tabulated.

4-4 Zaaiatien-£2-!§!E-t2£-£ha-E£t£z£:at-£22£££2a:-2t
£bs-£1s2s2-§x2£2s

The impedance conditions of the flanged sectoral

horns are studied by observing the VSVR of the system.
The horn under test is fitted at the end of the micro

wave test set up as shown in figure 3.2L. The VSHR is
measured with the horn. Keeping the flanges at the
D-position and M-position, the observations are repeated.
It is observed that the VSHR of the horn is not consider

ably affected by the flange system. In some cases slight
decrease in VSHR was observed when the flange is at U-posi
tion. This result holds for both H and E-plans sectoral
horns. These results are presented in the table 4.6.

4-5 Esssiééiirx-2!_§2:s-I££:£2s-2z-é:z2ms2sz-1222s:9
on the Flan s 5 stem.......-......-..--..i-..-¥..--

a) Qxig _g§yame§;y. In the earlier sections,
the flanges used were all symmetric with respect to the
horn radiator. But we may thin§'of imposing asymmetries
on the system. For example, an axis asymmetry can be
imposed by tilting the flange axis off the horn axis.
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REPRESENTATION OF A FLANGE SYSTEM WITH AXIS ASYMMETRY'
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(a)Shaped beam with symmetrical flange at O—pos1tion
(b) Flange axis tilted towards left
(c) Flange axis tilted towards right
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Fig.4.? shows the fllnge system with axis asymmetry.
Let the angle between the two axes be Z5 . The result
ant beam-shape of this asymmetric system is investigated
as follows.

The asymmetric system of the flange of elements
of the same material and of equal flange widths, is moved
to an optimum position ea determined earlier. Using the
system as a receiver of CH signal from s standard pyra
midal horn, the radiation patterns are plotted. A set of
sample observations is given in Table 4.9. For CS I 15',
20° and 25' the radiation patterns taken in different cases
are shown in Figure 4.8.

It can be seen that the focussed beam is under
going a definite tilt due to this asymmetry. It is int
eresting to note that the resultant beam is effectively
tilted towards the flange axis from the horn axis.

b’ £22222:£z.£2-1£:2s:-r29£b- *"°*"== *vP= °'
asymmetry which can be imposed on a flange system is the

width asymmetry. This means that we are putting the flange
elements of the same material with different widths, say

H‘ and H2. The axis of the flange is made to be the
same as the horn axis. The optimum position for such a
flange system is obtained from the data available with a

flange system of mean width H e -:1-g-:z'. The radi
ation pstterns corresponding to the optimum position are



TABLE

Horn

H1

H1

H2

H2

E1

E1

E2

E2

--g2-

4.6 Variation of VSHR of Flanged Sectoral Horn
for various Positions of Flange System

Frequency ueed s 9.4 EH2

V S H H
1* _T _. 5 _ 1_*ii*<gI-kg?

49 without Flange et
flange 0-position

45

60

2.5

2.5

1.41

1.41

3.5 90 1.45
1.45

1.237

1.237

1.40

2.5 120
2 60
2.5 45
2 30
3 75 1.40

1.30

1.32
1.38

1.41

1.265

1.273

1.41

1.41

Flange at
M-position

1.57

1.60

1.52

1.54

1.296

1.292

1.46

1.44

11111111111 1111111“
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plotted. It is observed that the beam is undergoing a
tilt by this asymmetric flange also. For different

values of (H2 - U1). the patterns are recorded. The(w -ow) ' R
mean width -——lE-—l—' is kept conetent throughvout. The
tilt of the beam is found to be towards the aide of the
smaller flange element for smaller valuee of (H2 - H1).
But,ae this quantity is increased the tilt becomes zero
at some stage and then goes to the side of the longer ele
ment. The result has been confirmed with results obtained

for different horns and frequencies. In figure 4.9 these
patterns are shown.

=> 5:z222$=v-1"_'~211*"9s-2I =:s1*-:1=2-=I
thg_flgQgg_5§5§ggt§. If the flange elements are of dif
ferent materiala we get e flange system which may give
secondary radiators of unequal amplitudes. This also
may be treated
of thaelemente

the horn axis.

flange element

sida,e perspex

as e system with asymmetry. The widths

will be the same and ite axis coqinear with
In the present investigation; on one side,

of aluminium is used, while on the other
element of the sane width and thickness ae

that of the metal element is used. Keeping the flange
at the D-position, the radiation pattern is plotted. The
patterns thus obtained for different horns and flange
parameters are shown in Figure 4.10. Table 4.18 gives
observations taken for plotting a few such radiation
patterns.
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TABLE 4.9 Measured Radiation Pattern of a Systun with

"Or" H1: Frlquency 9.4 EH2; HZA - 1,5, 3, 3:; . 900
Z I 2 cm, 3 cg.

Axis Asynnutry

Power F1 Kfialvanowoter reading)
1Baar1nq ' “ ' ' "£ 2 *1;.- - - - - -Ar.-2;‘angll

O

5

18

15

20
25

30
35

48
45
58

55

60
65

TO

75
88
85
90

38

9U

90
184

117
96
34

18

19

34

45
23

21

21

10
5

5

8

O

38

6

4

14

25

23

31

29

20
16

10
5

U

ODDDOCI

54

79

D2

98

78

68

47
35

28
26
24

19

19

17

16
18

8

2

O

B L"* Riqht Loft Right '
54

33
as
70

145

120
an
aa

100
100

64
so
17

22
15

15

10

7

0



1.00
0.85
0.53
0.27
0.19
0.18
0.15
0.14
0.08
0.06
0.05
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.00

..37-

Bggging Normalised Power P,angle — - — - - — - - ~ - - - - ' - ' - '
Both Hetal- Metallic flange Dielectricc left flange right

0.62
0.77
0.85
0.94
1.00
0.94
0.79
0.62
0.41
0.29
0.18
0.11
0.07
0.032
0.01
0.00
0.00

TABLE 4 10 Measured Radiation Pattern with Flange
Element aaymmetry (Amplitude asymmetry)

Horn H1; Freq 9.4 GI-I2; H/;\ -I 2; 2d -60'

0.62
0.50
0.34
0.26
0.17
0.12
0.08
0.07
0.05
0.05
0.045
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00



It can be observed that the tilt produced by
this asymmetry is towards the side containing the metal
flange. This tilt is most significant for smaller
flange angles.

From the foregoing ssction,it is evident that
the flange system is capable of shaping the bean from e
sectoral electromagnetic horn antenna. The different
parameters involved can be conveniently adjusted for
controlling the besm shape to any desired pattern. A
been thus focuesed can be even tilted to any side by imp
osing one or more asymmetric conditions on the system.

B. flasults Dbtaiggd with garner Reflector Sygtgm

‘-6- !:sé:2£2n-2I-92:::£2-£222:.r££!-912:s2ss-2!-:!s
£££22£x-£2:9-£s2:-$h2.é22:-sI-:!:-E2:2e:_5:!£ss$2s
§12£ss

In this case the primary feed is a half wave
dipole fed through a co-axial cable. from a microwave
source. The corner reflector system is simply two mata
llic sheets oriented at an angle Zci . The feed dipole
is parallel to the apex-line of the corner reflector system
Radiation patterns of such system have been thoroughly
studied by many research workers4D'46. However a syste
matic study of the corner reflector system in comparison
with the flanged sectoral horn has not yet been attempted.
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Hence the present observations are taken in step by step
procedure adopted for flanged sectoral horns.

The variation of the on-axis power with distance
'5' of the primary feed is obtained by keeping a detector
crystal at a point along the axis in the far field region.
The distance '5' is varied in regular steps and the vari
ation of P,. the on-axis power is noted. Hlt is inter
esting to note that P, undergoes periodic variations
giving distinct maximum and minimum on-axis power. These

positions can be easily obtained from the graph. Sample
observations are given in Table 4.11. For various angles
of the corner reflector system these results have been
verified. Figure 4.11 shows graphical representation of
these results.

4.7 Variation of Radiation Patterns at Different
3333235331531 31~}IE}3}3}}If:3}§7"' """

The rapid variations in the on-axis power with
respect to the distance '5' of the primary feed is eug
gesting the possibility of beam shaping as in the case of
flanged sectoral horns. To teat this conclusion, H-plane
radiation patterns of the corner reflector system are
taken for different values of '5'. These are presented
in figure 4.12. Typical observations for plotting the
radiation patterns are given in Table 4.12(a) and 4.12(b).
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TABLE 4.11 Variation of On-axis power Po with thc PrinaryFeed Dipolo

Frequency z 9.4 EH2.

Diatanca of Dn-axis powa: (fialvanoncter reading)dipfilflfrfill -IIQQO-Iv--0 - - O — - — — Q I --
thn lpaxm) w "'3)\, 2<>< =60‘ H =32; 2¢<II9D'0 110

260
38

hlhll-flP0hlIUl\lI\lf\JfUfU1\Ihl-5-\-I-l-O-I-b-5-5-BQQQDQQDQGQOOOQQQOOQQQOOOOOOOQIOOQQIOQQQQQI-I'INO‘°@flG\i-Il#1JN->O\0O~lmI.n>uN-O\ncn-4lI\mbu-~
(.8

11
22
3034 3227 3829 6732 BB21 BB33 5344 1659 20T3 3571 2862 2256 4442 7523 TUB 501 B5 710 1813 2116 1816 2117 913 712 1D11 4815 6829 5628 3512 59 6



TABLE 4.12(a) Measured Radiation Patterns of Corner

Frequency z 9.4 EH2; 2oL - 45'; Width

Bearing
Angle

eh

0

s

10

15

20

2s

an

as

40

as

so

as

60

as

70

At Dptimum position At Minimum position

--9g..

Reflector System

Normalised power

1.00

0.700

0.16

0.13

0.16

0.14

0.13

0.12

0.10

0.09

0.07

0.06

0.03

0.01

0.00

0.46

0.30

0.66

0.50

0.05

0.59

1.00

0.94

0.49

0.49

0.23

0.15

0.11

0.09

0.03



TABLE 4.12(b) Measured Radiation Patterns with
Corner Reflector

——93——

Frequency s 7.5 EH:
V//\ I Z; 20L I 90'

Bearing Noraalieed power
angle

B0

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

T0

Dotimum-position Minimum position

1.00

0.70

0.31

0.13

0.16

0.13

0.12

0.15

0.11

0.09

0.06

0.31

0.01

0.01

0.00

0.2

0.13

0.08

0.30

0.75

1.00

0.82

0.48

0.16

0.10

0.08

0.60

0.043

0.011

0.00
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It can be seen that the radiation patterns are
undergoing noticeable variations as '5' is varied. At
the optimum positions of the primary feed the radiation
patterns are narrowed down with an effective focussing,
while at M-positions the beams are broadened or split
into major side lobes. The results are testified at
different frequencies using a number of corner reflector
systems of various parameters.

For a quantitative analysis the half power beam
widths of the radiation patterns for different positions
of the primary feed are tabulated. This is given in
Table 4.12 (c).

4-° !:£$s:£22:-£2-!§!B-:£-2£I£s2s2£-£22£££22:-21-292
Esézssz-£s:9-Is22_:b:-é2::-2I-£b:-E2£2s£_52!&2s:2£

Using a slatted line and a tunable probe the
VSHR of the corner reflector system is measured. The
distance '5' is varied in regular steps and the corres
ponding VSWR is measured precisely. The variation of
VSHR with '5' is plotted and a few such graphs are shown
in Figure l.13. It can be seen that the VSHR is varied
considerably with distance '5'. At certain positions the
VSHR is minimum while at some other positions they are very
high. The positions of minimum VSUR are indicating an
improvement in the matching condition while its increase
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TABLE 4.12(=) HPBH of the Radiation Pattern
of Cornar Reflector Syatcn

’ Corner angle HPBH in dag.F’°°' w/A 2d. in deg. --.~ ~ .EH1 inter: izfi Boat-at Hnedinta tion position- - - - - - . . . .- - - - .....P€?Ef . . . . . . . . .- 
9.4

9.4

9.4

7.5

7.5

7.5

45

60

90

120

180

120

28 17 32
42 12 56
70 12 68
43 15 59
SD 27 58
63 39 52
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indicates worsening of the sane. It can be seen that a
better matching of the system is corresponding to an opti
mum position of the primary feed giving a focussing of the
beam.

‘-9 !2::-I££££22-Bz-5:z::2£:£s-E2£2::-5:!£:s£2:-§z2::2

'* 9££:2:£:-e££:::z-!::E- T"= '==d d1P=1=
is slightly displaced from the axis of the corner refle
ctor. The distance '5' from the apex of the corner refle
ctor is adjusted to correspond the value for the optinus
been focussing. Thie.is obtained from the earlier investi
gation of the variation of the on-axis power. It has bean
observed that the resultant bean is tilted to the side
opposite to the side containing the primary radiator. A
few patterns taken with different corner reflector systems
are presented in Figure 4.14.

b) Hidth as msetr It has been observed that--_-----l-----l'
the difference in widths of the corner reflector elesent
is also s cause for producing a beam tilt. Keeping CR
elesents of varying widths, radiation patterns are plotted
when the primary feed is kept at 0-position for the on-axis
power. The resultant radiation pattern is found to be
tilted away from the axis towards the side containing the
shorter element. As the CR angle is increased the tilt
becomes more and more insignificant as shown in the Figure

4.15. For greater values of (H2 - U1) also the been tilt
is not vary significant.
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(a)Symmetric flange of equal width W=(wl+w2)/Z on both bldPb
(b) Shorter element on left Side.
kc; Shorter element on right side.
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elements of different materials but of the sens thickness
and widths another type of asymmetry can be imposed in the
system. In the present investigation s perspex element
of the same width end thickness as the aluminium element

is used to make the asymmetric elesent. Here the condu
ctivity end hence the reflectivity of thetlenents for the
electromagnetic waves will be different. The resultant
been shape of this complex system is studied by plotting
the radiation patterns when the primary dipole feed is
kept at the optinue position. It has been observed that
the beam is tilted towards the side containing the natal
element. The tilted radiation patterns of a few such
asymmetric CR systemsare given in Figure 4.16.

The above experimental results obtained with
flanged sectoral horns end corner reflector antennae show
striking resemblances in many respects. An exhaustive
comparative study of these resemblances is made in the
next chapter.



CHAPTER V

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS BF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1 Introduction

This chapter extensively gives a coaparative
analysis of the results presented in the proceeding
chapter. The flanged sectoral horns and the corner
reflector systsns are found to be giving similar results
in almost all aspects investigated in the present study.
The variation of the on-axis power with respect to the
position of the prieary feed, changes in the radiation
patterns with respect to the flange or corner reflector
parameters, changes in been shape due to various asym
metries imposed on the system are all found to be identical.
A Systematic analysis of these similarities is presented
in the following sections.

=.z Variation of On-axis Power with the Distanc:_gf
Eb2-£s£:2£z-f2:9-£s2:_£b:-é22:-2I-£h2-552222-25
E2222s-B2!2:s:2s;§x2:s2

Fron the results presented in sections 4.2 and
4.6 it can be seen that the on-axis power of the both flanged

--1oa-
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sectoral horns and corner reflector systems varies with
the distance z or 5, which is,the distance of the primary
feed (aperture of the horn or the dipole, as the case may
be) from the apex of the flange or corner reflector system.
In both the cases, the on-axis power has sharp msxima and
minima for distinct values of Z or S. For two identical
systems operating at the same frequency, variation of on
axis power is compared. This is given in Figures 5.1 A
and 5.1 B. For verioue horns and corner reflectors oper
ating at different frequencies, this has been verified as
shown in the sets of graphs in the above figures. It can
be eeen that the positions of the primary feed corresponding
to maximum or minimum on-axis power are almost identical
under the same conditions for both flanged sectoral horns
and corner reflector systems.

5.3 Variations in Radiation Patterns
For symmetric metallic flanges and corner refle

ctor systems, variations effected in the radiation patterns
by the changes in distance of the primary feed are compared
for identical systems. Figure 5.2A represents radiation
patterns of identical flange and CR systems for different
values of '5'.

The general variations of patterns are the same
in both the cases. For example, a flange or a corner
reflector of any angle kept at D-position (maximum on
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axis power) will sharpen the radiation pattern. On the
other hand. if it is kept at M-position (minimum on-axis
power) beam will be broadened or split into prominent
sidelobes as shown in Figure 5.2 B. Comparison of radi
ation patterns of the two systems having identical condi
tions reveals this facts very clearly.

5-‘<-> §s:!-I££$-2z-££:2a:-2£_E2£22s-£2££s2:22-522:
52825235!‘

The flanges on the sectoral horns are adjusted
such that the axis of the flange system is different from
the horn axis. The radiation patterns of such a system
for flanges at 0-position are plotted for various horns
and frequencies. These patterns are compared with the
patterns obtained using identical corner reflectors. A
comparative analysis of the results is given in Figure 5.3.

It can be eeen that the beam is undergoing a tilt
towards the axis of the flange or corner reflector system.
Thus the behaviours of the flanges and the corner refle
ctor syetem are similar in this aspects also.

5-41") !é9£b-é2x!22£sx

Flange or corner reflector elements of unequal
widths make asymmetric systems. Here the unequal widths
of the elements make the system uneven or asymmetric. In
both the flange and corner reflector systems. the result
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ant beam is found to be tilted towards one side depending

upon the mean difference (H2 - H1) and the average width
( El-;"gz'). In the flange system with moderate values
of (H2 - H1) the tilt is towards the side containing the
smaller flange element. However, with increase in (W2-H1)
the tilt becomes irregular. For corner reflector system

for moderate values of (H2 - H‘) the tilt is towards the
side containing the smaller elements as in the case of the
flange system. This comparative analysis is presented in
Figure 5.4.

5-‘<=> b:2££:29:-é:z:2s::z
The effects of dissimilar flange or corner

reflector elements on either aide} of the primary radi
ator are investigated in section 4.5 c and 4.9:. This
asymmetry is achieved by keeping a metal element on one
side and an equivalent (same width and thickness) element
made of a different material (for example perspex) on the
other aide. The resultant beam at the optimum position
of the primary feed is found to be tilted away from the
common axis. The tilt is invariably towards the side
containing the metal element. This result is common for
both the flanged sectoral horns and corner reflector systems
as shown in Figure 5.5,.

5-5 Escslsséen

The different aspects of the results obtained
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BEAM TILTING OF FLANGED SECTORAL HORNS AND
CORNER REFLECTORS BY AMPLITUDE ASYMMETPY

(a) Metal elements on both sides
(b) Metal element on the rlght Sldé
(c) Metal element on the left slde



with flanged sectoral horns and corner reflector eyateaa
undoubtedly prove that there is close resemblance between

the actions of the two systems. The flanges attached to
a sectoral electromagnetic horn can be interpreted as
nothing but corner reflectors. The main difference bet
ween the two systems is that a linear dipole is used ae
the priaary feed in corner reflectors while the priaary
feed is a narrow aperture for the flanged sectoral horn.
In spite of this fundamental difference in the mechanical
structure of the syeteaa, the results ehow very clear
resemblances in all aspects. It may be recalled that in
the earlier theoretical analysis of flanged sectoral horn
by Owen and Raynoldaas and Butaon and Thonpson37 the

narrow aperture of the sectoral horn is approximated to
a linear source. Accepting this suggestion, we aay
proceed further. to conclude that the flanges attached to
a sectoral horn are corner reflectors. This simplified
approach is really advantageous since there is no consi
deration about the nature of the flare of the horn. Thus
for the E-plane and H-plane sectoral horns, the corner
reflector theory is applicable. In the theory suggested
by earlier workers, the edges of the flanges are aaauaed
to be acting as secondary radiators and the theory is
suitable only to explain reaulte with H-plane sectoral
horns.
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A detailed study of the theoretical aspect of
the two systems is given in the following chapter. The
epplication of the corner reflector theory for the flanged
horn antennas eolvee the problem of explaining the results
available with E-plane sectoral horne. ‘



CHAPTER VI

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

6.1 introduction

The possibility of modifying radiation patterns
from sectoral horn antennas has been investigated by a
number of research workers. The flange technique in
its earlier fore has been adopted with considerable success
by UHBH flfld Reynoldlas, Butson and Thompaon37, Nair and

Srivastava3B'39 and many others. Additional attempts
by introducing more variable parameters into the system
were also reported. In explaining these effects the
"Line Source Theory" has been adopted. According to
this theory the edges of the metallic flange elements act
as secondary radiators, while aperture of the sectoral
horn is taken as a primary linear source. But this theory
seems to be inadequate for explaining the effects of metal
flanges on both E and H-plane horns. The line source
theory can be applied only to H-plane sectoral horns since
the edges of the flange elements are parallel to the H vector
which satisfies the condition for radiation. But for E

-ll6~—
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plane sectoral horn this condition cannot be satisfied
and hence the effects of flanges on E-plane sectoral horn
remain unexplained. The present attempt is to coflelate
the effects exhibited by the flanges both on H and E
plane sectoral horns with the corner reflector theory.
The consistence of the experimental results in the two
systems has already been pointed out in the previous
chapters.

‘-2- Ibs2£x-2I-2b:-££s22s9-§s2£2s:&-!2s2:

a) Line Source Theory

b) Modified Line Source Theory.

e) §ine_§our§3_Iheg£y. According to the suggestion made
by Owen and Reynolds the two edges of the conducting
flange can be considered as two secondary radiators while
the aperture of the horn may be taken as a primary radiator.

The expreeion for the power Fe at any point making en
engle6 with the horn axis is derived as follows:

Let S be the primary radiator end S1 and S2
the two secondary radiators. The angle subtended by S1
and S2 et S be 20¢ . As given in Figure 6.1(e) P is
e point in the‘br-field corresponding to e bearing angle
Assuming that the intensity of field froo the primary as
unity, K is taken as the amplitude of the field et P
due to each of the secondary radiators.
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Let g» I dietance of each secondary source from the
primary.

¢P-I the phase difference of each secondary radi
ator with respect to the primary due to the

Path %g 1eQe

CY I l%P' which is a constant.
-Jlq 0 net phase change of the field at P due to

51. relative to the priaery.
-Q-p_- net phase change of the field at P due to

52, relative to the primary.

£10 phase difference of the radiator from 51
due to the difference in path effected at P

10.0 &\I -31% Col (Q- B )
similarly E.-;_ I “AB cos (°< + 9 ) (5.2)
eo that

E1"£.\ I mfg Iil'lOl 8109 (6.3)
E::.:\'8\ " -2-3-&'E ' ¢0I¢>( 6089 (6.4)

The corresponding vector diagram of field
ireaching P can be represented ee shown in Figure 6.1.(b).
The resultant amplitude of the two secondary radiators is
given by
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\R\2 n K2 4- K2 + 2K2 cos ( .D.1—.Q\ ) (6,5)
But --Q-'2.--S7-| :21-8|0 2 _~0\R\ I ‘X26082 £22‘
therefore

\R\ I 2 K cos (_'\%§ sin<>< ein9) (6.6)
The resultant amplitude of the field at P due

to the primary and the two secondary radiators is given

by J\P9\
1... M51 .. 12 + mt‘ + 2 mi =0. ( 52:8‘ — ¢P>
substituting the values of \R\ and E,;_—\-En we get

P9\ II 1 4- 4 K cos (Iii ain<>< ain9 )
‘Z

x gcosv I,_\§>. cosor cos6) 4- <9]
I

+Kcos( T_I_§_5_ sin<>L sing) 8.X

which is the power delivered by the flanged horn antenna
t a point P making an angle 9 with the horn axis.

b’ !22£t£:2-&£2:-§22£s:-Ih22£x- 1" *"- 11"= ==~===
theory presented above, the aperture of the horn is taken
as e linear source. This approximation is not true
eepecially in the caee of E-plane eectoral horns. Hence
a modified theory is attempted for. Here we consider the
aperture of the horn as area through which electromagnetic
energy ia radiated. Let E, be the aean amplitude of
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excitation exiating at the aperture. In the far field
-the inteneity at a point ie given by Jorden" ea

E _ ( E1_:§_:fl ) L;Lg__g_1, ( 1 + coe6 ) Exp(-J P r). 2.X r u
(6.1)

where ‘X I the free epece wavelength of radiation

r I dietance of point ‘H’ froa the antenna
.y.t‘_g

P — uIL*\¥

ll I (A: eil\9 /)\)
RE, AH I widthe of the aperture in the E and H-planee

reepectively
ufifin

and E. I field exieting at the aparturaAentenna.
putting E, I 1, the above equation can be written ea

A A TT A
£_ ., .s._.u .m...1___.E.._;.m.<-.2.../_%..2_ <1 I. :oe9)£lp{j(I-Ii-'8:2 r ITAE ein9 /A

(6.8)

The reeultent field at H (figure 6.2) due to the
two eecondery tedietore, each having an amplitude K and

phaee difference ( l%?') ie given by Nair g1,gL3B ea

E’ I 2 K ooe ( G/2),
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where S I Bit I (CP1 -Q2) + (f-Q; -  )

I

Q1 a qyl , cf‘ and (If; are the angles defined
ee in the above reference.

Ef when expreeeed in the complex fore is

Ef n \Ef\ exp (-Jpr) I (2 K coe F/2)

X exp (-jpr) (6.9)
If E is the resultant field at H due to both E. and E’
than 5 - \c_| + \£f\
Adding them ee phaaore we may write

E ‘U Ea‘: * ‘EH2 * 2\Ea\'\Ef\ °°' ‘£2 " 31,1“
(6.10)

where E1 I ( ‘T/2 - P r)

and E2 I -fir,

eo that (E2 - £1) - IT/22 2 72therefore E e£\Ea\ 4- \Ef\ 3 (6.14)
Hence the power at the point H eey be written as2 2we - \£.| +|e:f\ (6.12)
Therefore the resultant E-plane power pattern of the horn
with the double secondary antenna syatee can be written ee



UT ein9 /), )
ae . L2 K  a-mg 2 .~[_‘s_:""1‘_ like/->~r (TFAE ain9 ,\)

Z

x (1 + coeB ) 1 (6.13)
The valuea of $ nay be aubetituted depending

upon the nature of flange aystem. For a aymmetric flange

eyeten kept at the aperture, 3 e L-g%&§-l'eino< einé
aa given by Nair gipglao and in which case eq.(6.13) nay
be written as

ei(1TA ain9/TTB 2 A A n
P9 I \__2 K =08 ( T einoz ein6 )] *£2>\r(1TAE einé/)\

><(1+ 1:086 )]2 (6.14)
Thie may be taken ee a aore appropriate expraaaion

for the radiation patterns of flanged horn antenna aysten,
eince we have not made any oter eimplified eeaumption that
the priaary aperture ie a linear source. Computations of
radiation patterns on the baaia of thie theory revealed
more cloeeneee with experimental reaulte.

Howeve5,even thie modification ie not suitable
for E-plane aectoral horns, eince orientation of field
vectore with respect to the edgee of the flange element
ie not congenial for electroaagentic radiation. Let ue
now aee the poeeibility of applying the corner reflector
theory to thie probelm.
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‘-3 12:252-2£-.E£?s-E2£2s£-BsI£:s.E2£-ér.'.’ss22:

From the assumption that the reflecting planes
are perfectly conducting and infinite in extent and by
using the method of images, Kreus‘D derived expressions
for gain and directional patterns of corner reflector
antennas. Kraus showed that very small spacing of the
driven radiator fron the apex of the corner reflectors
will adversely affect the gain of the systems. The
spacing will have an upper limit also, above which the
been splits up to sidelobes. Thus the gain and dire
ctional patterns of the system can be conveniently adjusted
by varying the spacing '5' or the corner reflector angle
Zcx or both.

Later investigation by Moullin‘7 gay’ g nor,
theoretical background and design data of corner reflector
antennas. Following again the method of images, he
proved that the directional pattern of a CR system can be
expressed in the for! of-a series of Bessel functions as:

-E-O -= 4n(-1)“/2 [Jn (K) cos n9 4- J3" (K) cos 3nG +

Jsn (K) cos 5n9 + . . . .1 (6.15)
when n is even and

go - 4 nj(-1) -)-'1§J-(- [J“ (K) cos n6 - J3" (K) cos 3n9 +

J5“  CO8 5H9 I e e e 0]
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when n is odd. Hare

E I electric field at any point with bearing angle€9 ,

E0 I maximum electric field,
n I TY/2O< , where 20< I corner angle,
K I vector distance I 2‘W S/A , where 5 is the

distance of the driven linear radiator from the
apex and >\ the wavelength of radiation

jl I complex quantity \/-1 and
J I Bessel function of the order indicated by the

suffix and argument shown in brackets.

It is seen that the expressions (6.15) and (6.16)
are valid only when a system of perfect images exists, i.e.
only when n is an ingeger. If this condition is not
satisfied, sufficient number of terns of the infinite
series must be added in the expression given by

go I 4n{_Exp (nj1T/2\ J" (K) cos n6 +
E‘P  J3“  COO 3" * e e e J

(6.17)

For these franbtional n values, there will be two field
components with 90° phase variations. No values of K
will make the forward field zero. For all values of n,
the axial field fluctuates periodically as K is continuously
increased;
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In the preeent atudy. identical flangee and
corner reflector eyeteme are taken for experimental inveeti
gation. For example. for a flanged eectoral horn, a
flange or included angle 60' ie taken. To find the effect
of corner reflectore. conducting eleeente of the eaee width
end angle are ueed. Experimental reeulte with reepect
to on-axis power and radiation patterne are than compared.
Aa already pointed out. there were etriking reeemblancee
in all the aspecta and hence we may conclude that the
behaviour of the metallic flangee on corner reflectora ie
similar to, or the eame ae, the corner reflector ayetee.
Here again the primary aperture of the horn ie behaving
aa a linear radiator kept within the corner reflector ele
menta. In many eimilar caeee theee petterne are compared.
Ae ehown in Figuree 5.2 to 5.5. we can eee that they all
are giving conclusive proof for thie deduction.

The variation of on-axie power with reepect to
the distance '5' it can be obtained by eolving equation
(6.17). From a recent computation by Proctor46, ¢1gt_
ancee of the primary feed from the apex of the corner
reflector ayeteea giving maximum and minimum on-axis

power valuee are obtained. These are compared with cor
reeponding valuee of Z. experimently obtained for flanged
sectoral horns. In table 6.1. this quantitative analyeie‘
ie ehown, giving theoretical valuee of '5' and experimental
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values of Z, for optimum and minimum on-axis power. He
can see that the experimental values are very close to the
theoretical values obtained from the corner reflector theory
Figure 6.3 presents a set of these theoretical and experi
mental values. As far as the radiation patterns are con
cerned, sharpening and broadening of the patterns are eff
ected by flanges or corner reflector systems in the same
manner. If the spacing between the apex and the driven
radiator is corresponding to a maximum of the on-axis power
the beam will be sharpened. On the other hand, the beam

will be split or broadened if the spacing corresponds to
a minimum of on-axis power. This aspect has been verified
by experiments and the results were presented in Chapter V.

The asymmetries which are causing beam tilt in
the flanged sectoral horns can be explained on the basis

of the line source theory. If H‘ and H2 are the widths
of the flange elements on the two sidee,the resultant
pattern can be derived, using the method given by Koehy
=1.-1-.23’

Figure 6.4 represents a sectoral horn fitted
with an asymmetric flange system. As the flange is moved
back from the aperture D to some arbitrary position 0'
through a distance Z, the secondary radiators take posi

tions S1' and SQ. The phases of excitation of S1 and S2
with respect to the primary are
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Q". (NT /), ) (H12 + Z2 -n 2 H‘ Z coaoc )y2 (6.18)

¢e,_- tzw/>~ : (wzz + 22 - 2 wz z ==.<>< 9'2 (6.19)

For a distant point H in apace with bearing angia9 there

is additional phaaa difference cp; between 51 and the
primary due to unequal pathe

(-(7 I (2\T />\ ) US1Y_coa (0<-9) coed; - ain (0(-6)

an sin 8;] (6.20)
But

I308 8| = (W1 - Z coaO< )/ D51

ain 8, - Z ain<>< / O51
Therefore

¢P‘,- (2T\' /), ) (H1- Z coa<><) cue (<1-(9) 

2 ainoz ain (04-6) (6.21)
The phaaa difference at H between S2 and the primary ia
given by

Q7911 (ZTT/X) (H2-Zcoa<>c)coa (<>L+G)

2 ein¢>< ain (<><+ 6) (6.22)
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Figure 6.5 shows the vector represtation of the flanged
system. DA, AC and AB are the field vectors at M due

to the primary and secondary sources S1 and 52 respectively
The resultant field R due to 5‘ and S2 is given by

0

R - 2KcosY2(CP1-(Q2 +q>1-<y;) (6.23)
The resultant power P9 at H is given by

P9 I U132 I14-R2 -'2Rcos Dill
end ufin -TT-Y2(¢(>’1+¢P2 .~q>; + q>;>
Therefore

Fe -1+R2+2RcosYg(CQ1+LP2+ (P;-rcfé)
(6.24)

Here it is esauled that the antenna aperture acts as e
line source of llplitude unity and the edges of the flange
elements as two secondary sources excited to an amplitude K
Substituting end rearranging equation (6.24) the expression

P9 is obtained in terns of’ >\ , vhwz, Z, 0! and 9 
If the flange axis is turned through an angle from the
horn axis, the flange axis becomes the axis of reference

and the bearing angle is (9 + A ). P9 for such an
asymmetric system is obtained by replacing the E3 terms
with (9 + A ) in the expression (6.24). Thus the
most general expression for P9 is obtained as
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P I 1 -0-i.4Kcoa (“/>\)[_(H124-Z2-2H1Zcoeo<)y2

- (wzz + 22 - zwz z coecx )y2

+ (\vI1- H2) coaO< coa (9 + A)

4' (\l1+U2)ainc>Lein (9-0-A)]}

. {x =0.-(H/>>[<w12 + 22 - 2 vi Zcoa0< 9'2

- (H22 + 22 - 2 wz z =@¢o< )y2

4- (\\I1- H2) coaO< coa (9 4- A)

4, (H1 -1- H2) eincx ein (9 + A-)1

4- cos (TT/X) (H12 + Z2 - 2 U11 ¢O8¢>< )y2

+ (v22 + 22 - zwz z coecx )7:
I

-1-(H1 -0- H2) coeoz coo (9+ A)

4- (U1- H2) aincx ein (9 +A)- 22 cos ( 9+ A)]}

(6.25)

In actual calculations this expression hae to be multi

plied with an overall obliwuity factor ( 1 + cos9 ) .

By introducing different conditiona in various
caeea, variation of on-axie power, beam ahepinq of radiation
patterna and beam tilting by different typee of aeynnetriea
can be effectively explained. If the flange eleaenta have

Bqfill Width! i-B- V1 e H2 n H the above equation beconee
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P '-1+ 4l(cosL(2.“-H)aino< sin(9+A)]9 3 >\ Z
x§Kcoa"_(-z—§—!)sin<>( sin (6 4-4)]

coI(21T/>, )[_(w2 +22-2UZeoso< )y2

Hcosxx cos (9 4-A)-Zcos(9+A)]E
(6.26)

To get the expression for the variation of on-axis power

Pu with the position Z of the flange, put 9 an 0 and
AI Us.aP°- 1

I\:(V2 1-Z2 -Zillcosot )y2 +Hcoao(- Z]
(6.27)

This is sans sa the equation derived by Nair 3§.gl,3a

Thus, from the analysis of the general expression
the following conclusions can be drawn.

a) Vsriltion of on-axis power Pu with the position of
flange

The positions of noxina and miniaa csn ba evalu
sted from the ebovs equation. For simplicity, let us teke
the included angle equal to 180'. Then the above equation
is reduced to



1|:-|||-13’?-|---,

>/|@

Po -1+4_|<2+4x==¢ --2-1-Q-5-)

Btlt % I R2 '0' Z2‘

I; -1+4K2+4Kcoe['-z-k-—(U2+Z2)y2

2"?->7; 1 (6.2a)
Thua it is eeen that Pu varies einuaoidally about P aa
Z is changed. The maxina and ninima are obtained when

-Z;-(w2+z2)72--5-T§-L 1; znr and (2»+1)\T .
respectively, where n ie any integer including zero.

From the above equation the theoretical value
of Z giving naxinun and minimum on-axie power are colou
lated.

The diatanoa Z0 of the flange from the aperture
for the optimum position is

3-¥— W2 + 202 > Y’ - -Z-‘-";§— - 2 n‘|T (6.29)e W2
Similarly for the minimum value of Pov2 <zn+n,\- --———-- - us.Z‘ (Zn + ‘l))\ 4 30)
Valuea of Z giving different order maxina and ninima are
given in Tabla 6.2. Table 6.3 ia giving theoretical and
experimental value of lo and Z‘ for different values of n.
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The experleentel veluee given in the ebove
teble ere thoee of the H-plane seotorel horne. In the

oeee of E-plene eeotorel horne the veluee of 2- end 2°
obtelned froe experiment ere found to be ouch different
free the theoretloel veluee thue predicted. Ae the H
vector Le perpendleuler to the edgee of the flenge ele
eente the eeeueptton of the eecondery eouroee et theee
poeltione le not velld eooordlng to Buteon end Thoepeon37.
Thle dleperlty in the oeee of E-plene eectorel horne cen
be solved if we edopt the corner reflector theory beeed
on the method of ieegee. Ae efioen eerller in Chepter V
the corner reflector theory glvee better reeulte in the
eeee of both E-plene end H-plene eectorel horne. Thle
1e evident from the grephe preeented in Flguree 5.1 end
6.3.

However the line eouree theory la oepeble of
explelnlng the obeerved ohenoeene in flenged H-plane eeot
orel horne to e ooneidereble extent. The experleentel
petterne for the eeotorel horne with flengee et the eper
ture, et O-poeition end H-poelton ere given in Figuree 65(1)
end 6.6(B)- (The experleentel petterne in these flguree
ere repeeduced from Flguree 4.5 end 4.6). By eubetltutlng
for Z e O for the eperture ooeltlon, Z I Z. for optleue
poeitlon end Z e Z. for the elnleue poeltlon, the oorree
pondlng redletlon petterne ere ooeputed. Theee ere ehoen
in the figure in green lines.
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A comparative study of the Line-Source theory and Corner Reflector
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Horn H1 —I>1fl.-'
9.4 GHz
w/A 2 0
2a 40 d

Horn H2
9.4 GHZ
W/K 3.0
2a lOOd

Horn H3
9.4GHz
w/A 2.0
2a 60d.

I

Horn El
9.4 GHQ
w/A 2 .e-0
2a 40d?

Horn E3
7.5 GHZ
w/A 2.0
2a 75d

Horn E4
6.0 GHz
-W/A 2.0
2a 40d

theory applied to flanged Sectoral Horn Antennas
a.Natural patterns of the horns; b.Patterns with flange at the

aperture; c.Patterns with flange at 0-position; d.Patterns
with flange at M-position;
"-""'“ Experimental Patterns; --- Theoretical patterns computi
using Line Source Theory; --_ Theoretical patterns comptted
using Corner reflector theory.

\
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It can ha oaan that tho axporiaontol radiation
potterno are vary cloao to the theoretical patterno on
lino oouroa theory for tho H-plane ooctozol horno. But
the patteano differ onoxoouoly in tho cooa of E-plane
oectoeal horne

A plot of the radiation pattorno for tha to
aano flonqad horno avaluotad on tho baoio of corner raf

loctor theory using equation (6.17) io ohoun oo cad
linoo in the grapho in Fiquroo 6.6(A) and 6.6(B)- Ho can
ooa that thaoo theoretical pottorna are vary clooo to tho
oxporiaantol pattarno obtained for both H and E-plane
aactoral horno. Honco no nay conoludo undoubtedly that
tho corner roflootor theory io aoot appropriate to explain
tho affect of natal flanooo on eoctorol horno.

Howvar,tha corner roflootor theory io not ouit
ablo to explain tho oboervad boaa tilting offocto by aoya
oatrio flongo or corner reflector oyaton. Ao pointed out
eor1iee,tho qaonatty of the corner reflector oyotoo daoando
tho food antenna to be at tho bioacto: of the ongla forood
by the reflector oleaonto. Ao thio condition will be vio
lotod by the aoyanotric excitation the corner reflector
theory oooaa to bo inadequate to oxplain tho conooouont
boaa tilting. It nay be noted that an extonoion of tho
lino oouroo theory can ho uoad to explain thoaa boaa tilting
effecto with conoidaroblo ouccaoo.
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6.4 Concluelon

For eyeoetric eyetnee of flanged E end N-plene
eectorel horne the corner reflector theory le eoet eu1t
eble to explein the beee eheplnq. The difficulty loo
explelning the reeulte with E-plene ecctorol horne la
thue eolved by thie unlfore theory. Houevar the effccte
ehown by oeymmetric flenqe systole ere not explelneble by
the cornor reflector opproech. In ouch ceece we eey heve
to etlck on the line eource theory oe lndicetod ebove.



CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS

7' 1 IEEEEQEEEEEE

Froe the exhaustive experimental and theore
tical study presented in the previous chapters, few
interesting conclusions are drawn and these are pre
sented in this chapter. The significance of these
conclusions is of great importance in antenna feed sys
tens in which a sectoral horn is used as the primary feed
The primary radiation patterns can be conveniently shaped
by the corner reflector technique.

For a symmetrical flanged sectoral horn antenna
the corner reflector analogy is most suitable. The two
flange elements act as reflecting elements casting ieages
of the primary. The resultant been pattern will depend
upon the position of the primary feed fro! the apex, and
the included angle.

The importance of this conclusion is that it
provides an easier explanation for the behaviour of both
H and E-plane sectoral horns. The line source theory

——l45



which was originally used ta explain the results obtained
with flanged H-plane sectoral horns was not capable of
explaining the behaviour of flanged E-plane sectoral horns.
But the corner reflector theory is applicable for both
types of the sectoral horns. Hence this approximation
can be taken as a solution for the hitherto unexplained
results available in the case of E-plane sectoral horns.

horns due

nation in
of corner
sector of
images.

The been tilting exhibited by flanged sectoral
to asymmetric excitation is finding easier expla
the line source theory. The very definition
reflector demands e primary feed along the bi
the corner angle and the consequent formation of
Hence the results obtained with asymmetric eyeteae

are explainable with the line source theory only. However
further attempts can be made to modify corner reflector
theory to incorporate these asymmetric parameters.

Y-2 1'222*:2ss-sI..t!::-!==*

Beam shaping of the primary horn radiatign by
the Corner reflector technique is of importance in many
ways. Proper aligning of a primary feed horn with a large
secondary

experts.
reflector antenna is a painstaking job for antenna
But e corner reflector fitted on the horn has

a number of parameters which are variable to obtain the
desired alignment.

Impedance matching for the complex system of a

primary feed and a secondary reflector can also be achi
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eved by corner reflector technique. The axial flow of
energy in the horn can be minimised by the flange para
meters. This results in minimum reflection back to the
horn from the reflector and the consequent reduction in
VSHR. Preliminary observations in this aspect proved
that this is possible to a considerable extent.

Even when the horn is used as the main radiator

in small radar and navigational aid, the corner reflector
technique can be used for effective been shaping.

Y-° §s222-I2£-I2£2h2s-:2£!

The investigation presented in this thesis
offers much scope for further work in this field. Sosa
of the problems which are considered and subjected to
preliminary investigation have already been mentioned.
The following is e brief description of the problems
connected with this study for further investigation in
the field.

e) The effect of been shaping of primary horn feed
due to corner reflector technique on secondary reflector
antennas is a problea which requires further elaborate
study. Hhen the sectoral horn is used as a priasry feed,
the corner reflector fitted on it can change the been
shape. How this priaary beam variation is effecting the
resultant been from the secondary reflector (which is usu
ally a paraboloid) has not been investigated. It is pre
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sumed that the resultant beam shape will change in accord
ance with the primary beam variation. Some preliminary

observations in this regard are presented in Appendix A2.

b) The impedance matching between a secondary reflector
and the primary horn feed is another subject of study. The
reflected energy, from the secondary radiators in to the

primary horn, primarily dspenF*on the beam ehape of the
horn. Since this beam ehape can be altered by the corner
reflector fitted on the horn, the reflection from the second
ary radiator and hence the VSHR can be considerably decre
ased. This will result in e better impedance matching.

c) As pointed out earlier, the corner reflector theory
seems to be inadequate to sxpiain the effects shown by
asymmetric systems. A theoretical study in this respect
can be pursued to modify the corner reflector theory to
incorporate the asymmetric parameters.

d) The effect of the corrugated corner reflector elements

has not been investigated. In such systems we get additional
parameters like depth of corrugation, width and thickness
of walls. The effect of these parameters together with
that due to other parameters like length, angle, and position
of the primary feed can be investigated in detail. Consi
dering the importance of corrugated metal conductors in
surface wave propagation, this will be a study of signi
ficant importance.

fiiiififiiiiifiifiiii
fl'ii****'li***

fiiiiififfi
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1 . Beam Shaping of Sectoral Horn Antennas

by Compound Flange System.

2. Effect qf Flanged Sectoral Horn Primary
Feeds on the Radiation Patterns of Set‘:

ondary Reflector Antennas.
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APPENDIX A1

BEAH SHAPING OF SECTORAL HORN ANTENNAS BY

COMPOUND FLANGE SYSTEM’

Abgtggcts Flengea with different ampli
tudea of excitation are named ae compound
flangee. These flangee are found to be
effective in modifying the radiation pat
terne of aectoral horn antenna. Dielect
ric flanges are functioning in the same
way ea that of metallic flangea having the
same parameters. A compound flange eyetem
with a metallic element on one aide and a
dielectric one on the other aide ia obaer

ved to have a very aignificant tilting
affect on the beam. Relevant radiation
patterne are preeented and a theoretical
explanation ia given.

'- 122222222222

The effect of metal flangee on radiation patterns
is a subject of interest in telecommunication field. Nair
Ind 5ri-vlatlvflss and Nair g_1:_.g_._1_.s8 pointed out that the
radiation patterns of a sectoral horn can be shaped accord

ing to one'a desire. Buteon and Thompeon37 Qtudied gh;
r", ‘_;i :1" F if rr 1 I _ii** *  _   *2 ";1W**  T ‘e  ii‘ *  ‘ ~ -*T "I-¥ f ‘F
‘Publiahed ea a peper in Indian J. Radio Space Phye.Vol 5
Sept. 1976. pp 254-256.
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effect of flange length and flange angle. It has been
pointed out that the axis asymmetry and width asymmetry
can produce beam tilt. Another type of asymmetry namely
amplitude asymmetry has been suggested by Koshy gt,gl§9
The two secondary radiators formed by the edges of flanges
will have different amplitudes of excitation if they are
of different materials. This suggestion has been taken
up for the present investigation.

2- E:22££2s'::25-§s$22-s29-Issb2£522:

The method of measurements is the same as des

cribed by Nair and Srivastavasa. The flflngg gygtgp gon
sists of a rectangular frame to which the flange elements
can be conveniently attached. Provisions are made to
very the flange width and flange angle. As dielectric
elements perspe$§ plates of thickness 0.1 cw. were used
while aluminium plates of same thickness were used as the
metal elements. Figure 1 shows flanged sectoral horn.

3° §§E2£i!2E.‘E!i-.'32S.9l-3.‘!

When a symmetric dielectric flange system is
used it has been observed that E-plane radiation patterns
of H-plane sectoral horns will be changed as in the case
of metal flanges. The on-axis power fluctates with the
position of the flange relative to the aperture of the horn,
showing sharp maxima and minima as shown in Figure 2. The
corresponding positions of the flanges are called the opti
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Tabla 1--Half-power Bean Widths of Horns with and
without Metallic and Dielectric Flange Systsa

Bean widths of iodified E-plana
F1a“g' F1.ng. radiation patterns (in dag)
1°"°""w §"°1' 2°‘ with metallic with a1-1==:=1=B.‘ '9' flanges flanges

Horn HornH1 H2 H1 H2
(93) (B2) (93) (B2)6.3 45 42 21 64 6860 22 20 40 5290 20 18 38 56120 16 16 38 645.5 as :4 as 62 64so 23 20 ts ss90 26 24 52 40120 30 20 54 42

Note: The values in parenthesis below the column headings
H1 and H2 indicate the natural E-plane radiation
pattern in deg. Frequency: 9.98 EH1; Horn H1:
Radial length 17.5 cm, flare angle 25', H-plane
aperture 10 cm, E-plane aperture 1.0 cm; Horn H2:
Radial length 9.5 cm, flare angle 60', H-plane
aperture 12 cm, E-plane aperture 1.0 cm.
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sum position or U-position and nininua position or H
position respectively.

The behaviour of dielectric flanges on E-plane
radiation patterns of H-plane sectoral horns is investi
gated by keeping the flanges at 0-position and H-position
as shown in Figure 3. For a comparison the half power
been widths of the natural patterns and that of the sodi
fied beams due to metallic and equivalent dielectric flan
ges are tabulated in Table 1.

Using a coepounJ.flange system with a metallic
flange on one aide and a dielectric element on the other

side the variationiihe on-axis power is studied. All
other asymmetries are avoided. The 0-position and M
position are determined. Radiation patterns at 0-posi
tion are plotted. It has been observed that the beams
are tilted towards the metallic flange element. This is
presented in figure 3(c) and 3(d). The results of the
detailed investigations are tabulated in Table 2. The
tilting is lees prominent at larger values of flange angle.

Ih22£s££s2£-§:2£:2e:£22

According to the theory suggested by Owen and
Reynold?‘ the two edges of the flanges act as secondary
radiators. The resultant pattern of the system can be
obtained by combining the radiations from the primary
aperture of the horn and the two secondary radiators. For
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FIGURE 3 . (APPENDIX I )
Natural and Modified radiation patterns
a.Natural pattern, (b)modified pattern with a symmetri:
dielectric flange at O—position;(c)focussed beam tilted
by an asymmetric flange system when the dielectric flange
element is on the right side and (d) focussed beam tilted
by an asymmetric flange svstem when the dielectric element
is on tne left side. (The tilting is invariably towards the
side in which the metallic element is attached)



Table 2 - Bean Tilt by Alymmatrlc Flange System
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IIIIQIIQIIIIIIIIIIIQ I I I I I I I11$ Q1
Flange length (in cu) Bonn tilt (zn- @ - - - - - - - - - - -- - Flangu deg) L: towards

_ resaéléc- - Pi£12cE1_£c_ _ - 32:1: 20¢  R: towards
Left Right Left Right ‘ Hot" ' "

6.3

6.3

6.3

6.3

5.5

5.5

5.5

6.3 6.3

6.3 6.3

6.3 6.3

6.3 6.3

5.5 5.5

505 SO5

5.5 5.5

5.5 5.5

6.3 45
- 45
6.3 60
- 60
6.3 90
- 90

6.3 120
- 120
5.5 45
- 45
5.5 60
- 6D
5.5 90
- 90

5.5 120
- 120
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the compound flange system the amplitudes of excitation
of the two secondary radiators are assumed to be different

say,K1 and K2. For a symmetric compound flange system
the power P9 at s distant point of bearing angls9 is
given by Koshy g$,gl?9 as

P9 Q‘l+|(12+K22+2K1I(2cos'|5+2§[cos%

X§1+c08(°<-9) €]x (K1 4- K2 cos ii)

‘U7i
rs»

+[sin I:§- g 14-cos (O(-Q)€](K2 sin S

where F is the phase difference between the two secondary
sources, 20¢ is the flange angle and >\ is the wavelength

of radiation. The value of K1 has been estimated by Butson
and Thompson37 as 0.077. Using the sane method and sub

stituting for K1, the amplitude of excitation K2 of the
dielectric is extrapolated to be 0.026. The theoretical
patterns are agreeing well with the experimental patterns
in Figure 3.

5 ' E2£‘.E££-.'!i22

From the above experimental results it may be
concluded that dielectric flanges are also effective in
controlling the E-plane radiation patterns of H-plane sect
oral horne. The beam can be effectively tilted easily
with s compound flange system.

11111111111111?1111§13I$111111tZ
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APPENDIX A2

. . -..-Q -.__--I

Effect of Flanged Sectoral Horn Primary feeds
on the Radiation Patterns of Secondary Reflector
Antennas‘

Abstract - Preliminary experimental
results confirming the effects of
flanged sectoral horn feeds on the
radiation patterns of a paraboloidal
reflector are presented. The flange
position of the primary horn feed is
found to have e very significant effect
on the beam shape of the secondary redi
ator. Radiation patterns for different
flange parameters have been presented.

Experimental and theoretical investigations on
flanged sectoral horns have been publised and the basic
properties of such systems as revealed from these investi
gations may be summarized as follows:

(i) A flange system kept at '0' position effects
maximum focussing of the beam.

(2) At ‘M’ position, the flange causes broadening
or splitting of the beam.
7 ' ' " "' '_7;T' f T ,' ' _' , *_ I __ '_'__ I i__:__l_ 7 L__ 1 '7 7
* Published as a paper in Jour.of the Inst. of Elect. and

Telecom. Engrs. 1977 Vol 23 No.3 pp 148-149.
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(3) Asymmetries of flange system in orientation,
flange width or conductivity may ultimately cause a been
tilt from the axis of the horn.

The experimental confirmation of the first two
results given above is obtained from the early works of
Nair and Srivastavasfi. A detailed study on the relative
position of metal flanges on the radiation patterns was
made by Nair 53,51?‘ and they showed that the beam may
be narrowed, broadened or split up, depending on the posi
tion of the flange relative to the aperture of the horn.
Regarding the flange-asymmetry, a theoretical study was

8'.‘
I
U
I-*

made by Koshy g__ ‘9. It was shown by S,B. Singh g§,glE9
that flange-width asymmetry as well as flange-axis asym
metry was effective in beam tilt. The width-asymmetry
can focus, broaden or tilt the beam depending on the posi
tion of the flange system. Theoretical curves by Nair
g§,gl. agree wall with the experimental curves. A third
asymmetry, namely the asymmetry in amplitude of excitation

I.»

I-''I
A»
\o

of the flange, suggested by Koshy e is under investi
gation¢

The effect of flanged sectoral horn radiators
used as primary feeds to illuminate secondary reflector
antennas like paraboloide has not been investigated so far.
This paper presents the results of such a study. Flanged
sectoral horns mounted at the focus of a large paraboloidel
reflector gave interesting results. Radiation patterns
for different flange-parameters have been presented.
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FIGURE 1B(APPENDIX—I1)
Experimental arrangement of flanged primary horn feed and
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The experimental arrangements consist of a
large aluminium paraboloidal reflector mounted on a stand
which can be rotated about a vertical axis. The flanged
horn can be ekpt at the focus of the paraboloid, to act
as the primary feed. For plotting the radiation patterns
of this system, it is used as a receiver of C.W. signal
from a large standard pyramidal horn. Figure 1 repre
sents an outline of the experimental set up. For plotting
the secondary radiation pattern, the paraboloid with the
flanged horn is used as a receiver. To measure the rece
ived powar, a germanium crystal (IN 21 or IN 23) properly
mounted is kept at a point along the axis of the horn is
used. The output of the crystal detector is applied to
a very sensitive microgalvanometer whose deflection is pro

portional to the crystal current and hence the power of the
received signal at the point where the crystal is kept.
The patterns are manually plotted by noting the received
power corresponding to different orientations of the rece
iver axis with respect to the transmitter axis. A flange
system, as explained by Nair g1,;l?6 may be arranged at the
‘M-position‘ or'9-position‘ of the primary horn feed.
Variations in the secondary radiation patterns of the para
boloid due to different flange-parameters (namely, flange
length, flange-angle, relative position of the flange with
the aperture of the horn etc.) are studied.
Results

The study of effects of flanges attached to primary
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FIGURE 2(APPENDIX-II)

Natural and modified E-plane radiation patterns of a paraboloidal rad
iator with flanged H-plane horn primary feed.
A:Natural E-plane pattern of the svstem when no flange is attached to

the feed horn; B. Modified pattern when the flange is at O-position
of the horn; C:Modified patterns when the flange is at M—position

Paraboloidal Reflector: Focal length: 20 cms; aperture diameter: 65 cm.
Flange parameters: For Horn.Hl: Flange length 6.4 cms; 2a=6O°(for O—posn}

For M—Positions corresponding to Figures C(a),(b) and
(c),6@4cms,6Q degrees. 5.5 cms.60degrees and 5.5cms
90 degrees respectively. For Horn H2, flange parameters are the same as for H1.
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horn feeds on the secondary radiation patterns of reflector
antennas revealed vary interesting results. A represen
tative set of radiation patterns is given in fig.2. The
patterns plotted are those in the E-plane. A close analysis
of the results reveals the following facts: (i) the optiaus
directivity of the systen is not affected by a flange, when
it is at the 0-position of the horn. This is found to be
true for any value of flange-angle and flange-length. But
at M-position, the flange has got a very dominant role in
shaping the secondary radiation pattern. (ii) The second
ary radiation pattern from the reflector antenna can be
split or broadened with proper selection of flange widths
and flange angles.

E22££2:i222

The results clearly show that the secondary radi
ation patterns from a reflector antenna can be shaped to
a considerable extent by the flange technique which was
originally developed for primary horn feeds onlyss. Even
though an enhanced focussing or sharpening of the secondary
pattern is not possible by the flange, it can broaden or
split the pattern to any desired shape by slight adjustment
of flange parameters. This may have practical applications
in matching and aligning very large communication and radar
antennas.
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